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Two Howard students robbed
at·gunpoint behind Cook Hall
By Shahnaaz Davidson
Hilltop Staff Writer
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It grew on me that we, black
men especially, were expected
to be subservient even in
groups where ostensibly
everyone was equal.

__

-- Shirley Chisolm

By Tanya Barrett
Hilltop S taff Writer
A frnntic stnff and a small group of
patient but anxious young women waited
Monday afternoon for the arrivnl of R&B
singer Keith Washington at WHBC 830 AM.
As the singer strolled in sporting tight blue
jeans and trendy shades, a silence fell over
the station. Washington·s savvy appearance
marked WHBC' s first day on the air for the
school year.
Washington was promottng his new
album, '"You Make ll Easy on Mc,'" schedul ed for release this week. It includes a
remake of Frankie Beverly's song, "Before I
Let Go," nnd n duel with Letitia Bodi called
"Let Me Mnke Love."

thing lasted two and a half minutes." Kennedy said.
The stunned students then
went back into Barney's room
and called campus security and
the Metro Police, both of whom
arrived within minutes.
"I'll never forget where he
placed the gun because he put it
righ t in my (hair) pan," said
Barney of lhe gunman who held
the gun high on his head. Barney
said he then told the gunman that
he had no money. "That's when
!hey started removing things and
telling us not to look, I guess so
we couldn't identify !hem."
Barney and Kennedy took
reports including descriptions of
the perpetrators who could only
be described as i n their late

teens, one of whom was light
complexioned and the other dark
complexioned. Neither of the
finance majors expect their items
to be recovered.
Kennedy, a Berkely, Calf.
native, lives in another donnitory and was visiting Barney when
the two decided to go out the
emergency exit located next to
Barney's room.
Barney said !his emergency
exit is used quite often and !hat
no audible alarm sounds when
the door is opened; however, a
red light alarm flas hes at the
front desk.
A security camera is also situated near the area. Front desk per-

Please see Robbery, A6

Clinton signs act for Teacher's dismissal
students to volunteer sparks debate over

DRAG SUPERMODEL
WORKS D.C.: U.D.C. got 30
minutes of preaching and
singing from him/her. Bl

Campus
Campus Plus

1\vo Howard students were
robbed at gunpoint last weekend
as they sat outside lhe co-ed dormitory, Cook Hall.
On Friday, Sept. 17. just after
midnight, sophomore finance
majors Eli Kennedy and Shawn
Barney were approached by two
armed men wearing bandanas
over their faces who demanded
money.
The men each held their
small caliber weapons to the
heads of both students and
robbed them of everything from
their watches to their shower
shoes as they sat on the steps of
Cook Hall on 61h Street, behind
Greene Memorial Stadium.

Both students were told to
"give up the loot" and "don't
look" whi le the gunmen
removed the students' watches.
They also took Kennedy's wallet, his computerized address
book and his K-Swiss tennis
shoes. As he held a gun to
Barney's head. one of the gunmen removed the Fila shower
shoes the New Orleans native
had slipped on before going outside. After the items were stolen,
the two disappeared back around
the comer from which they came
withou t phys ically harm ing
either student.
"l could have been killed,"
Kennedy said, "but it happened
so fast I didn't really have time
to thi nk about it. The who le

_,

President Clinton signed The
National and Community
Service Trust Act of 1993 on
Tuesday, Sept. 21, enabling
, P: ... ~ \ti ."'lic::m, to Sl t\'e their
country and cam money for collei:e in return.
"'This National Service Corps
should send a loud and clear
message across this country !hat
the young people of America
will preserve the freedom of
America for them~elve, and for
all those of their generations by
assuming the responsibility to
rebuild the American family.
That is the dream which drove
this iJea to the reality we find it
today:· Clinton said at the signing ceremony. He christened the
national and community service
program "AMERICORP.'"
Eli Segal, director of the
White House Office of National
Service, was appointed chief
executive officer for the new
corporation that Clinton ;reated
for the service program.
According to the legislation
of the National and Community
Service Act, the corporation will
select community-based programs that will be designated for
national service. Eligib le for
selection include campus-based
service programs. national service entrepreneurship programs,
safe school programs and programs to fight hunger.
'·National service will give
self-confidence and knowledge
of the outer world to participants

grade changing
By Tanya Barrett
Hilltop Staff Writer

who do not have the ability otherwise to attend college," said
William Ford, chairman of the
House Committee on Education.
Information about community service positions will be
available in high schools, colleges and other placement
offices. Priority will be given to
disadvantaged youlh during the
selection process.
Democrat Congressman
Major Owens said that being
considered
disadvantaged
depends on income. "One intent
of the program is that poor students not be ruled out," Owens
said.
individuals participati ng in
the National Service initiative
may serve before, during or
after post-secondary education.
Participants must be age 17 or
older with high school diplomas
or, in mos t cases, agree to
achieve their GED.
Federally-funded educational
awards of $4,725 will be earned
by participants for each tem1 o
service. Fu ll -time service
equates to 1700 hour s while
art-time service is 900 hours. A

Please see Volunteer, A6

" I have a tour coming soon;· he snid. "I
also hope to do more film, and spend time
with a production company and ,iart developing and finding new talent:·
'There will be a lot of surprises planned
for this year. We will be bigger and larger
than ever," said WHBC general manager
Raphael George.
WHBC, Howard's student operated radio
station, first went on the air in 1974.
Two other hip hop groups. the Wu Tang
Clnn and the Allcaholiks, were at WHBC.
Reflecting upon hb impressions of
Howard. W:t~hington described the univcrsi,y as a respectable place of education.
"Stay in school," he said finnly. "If you Washington refuses to pose without
dream it, you can live it. Keep the faith."
Howard student Geanerlka Monique.

Mathematics two instructor
Glenn Booker alleges that his
refusal to change the failing
grades of five May 1993
prospective graduates has left
him unemployed. Booker feels
t he scholarly rep utation of
Howard University has been
severely tarnished by what he
calls the "unethical act" of
unjust grade changing.
In April 1993, the first of a
series of memoranda was sent
from
the
Director
of
Undergradu at e Studies of
Mathematics,
Ade niran
Adeboye to Math Depart ment
Chairman Joshua Leslie. ln the
memo rand um, Adeboye said
that several parents and students
had filed com plaints abou t
Booker's c lass . O ne s tu den t
allegedly sought legal counsel.
"On or about April 2, 1993,
a nu mber of students from Mr.
Booker·s class ca me t o tbe
office to complain to me about
how the course was being handled by M r. Booker," Adeboye
wrote.
In the memorandum dated
April 30, Adeboye said that
students complained that Booker
had not distributed a syllabus, he
covered material only in chapter
one of the required text and subsequently covered material not
found in the text. The students
said the mate ri a l taugh t by
Booker contained a level of
complexity not available in the
recommended text or any algebra text avai lable in the
University Bookstore or the
Undergraduate Library.
According to Booker, no one
came forward to express any
concerns to him. Booker said he
did distribute the syllabus and
covered the cou r se material
required by the department. He
said that he informed his class
that they would o nly be responsib le for material covered in
class.
In the document, Adeboye
further explai ned his findings
after a conference with Booker

regarding lhe complaints.
The math director wrote that
Booker admitted he had not distribute the syllabus and told students he wou ld cover t he
remaining Ii ve chapters of math
two material d uring the last
three weeks of the course.
There we re 22 sen io r s
enro lled in sect ion two of
Booke r 's Mathematics t wo
course. Five of the seniors failed
the course, jeopardizing their
chances to graduate.
Chairman Leslie made three
recommendations to Arts and
Sciences Dean C larence Lee in
another me morandum dated
April 30. Leslie recommended
that the failing grades awarded
by Booker be disallowed, the
requirement of a second matb
course be wa ived for the
prospecti ve grad ua tes whose
grades were in question and !hat
any student be per mitted to
repeat lhe course.
Booker said that in an April
30 meeting with Leslie, it was
made clear that Booker 's job
security was at stake if he failed
to acquiesce 10 Leslie's recommendations. Despite pressures
from Lesl ie for Booker to
change the failing grades of the
five students, Booker said the
act of changing well-deserved
grades was against his own professional ethics.
"It's siniply unethical. If you
just arbitrarily change gradi:s, it
cheapens the students' degree.
As an alumnus of Howard, I
t hink it cheape ns my own
degree," Booker said.
He added that he would have
changed the grade only if there
was an error ir, his calculation of
the grades.
"I didn't make a mistake in
the grades, so, therefore I did not
change them," Booker said. He
added that the five students who
made compla int s had poor
attendance. Accord ing to
Booker's attendance records, the
five students had class attendance rates of 55 percent, 40
percent. 33 percent, 33 percent

Please see Teacher, A9
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Fine Arts students
protest,
demand
change
r--------------,---------------,
By Janet
Presha
Hilltop
Staff
Writer

•
•
·
d' ly
Council
officers
1mme
iate10
went
Norris to ask ~im
revoke10the eviction, but he post-

Some students in the College #poned the eviction
a later
10
of Fine Arts think the music undetermined date. Norris a~d
department is in desperate need student council members dec1dof fine tuning. After an eviction ed
negotiate a final eviction
no tice issued to all student date10in a meeting on Sep_t 21.
music organizations, unsuccess- But Student Council President
ful negotiations with the chair- William Smith said the meeting
man of the musi'c department still left the council unsatisfied.
and an organized walk-out in
"In essence, we didn't
the Fine Arts building. Student accomplish what we wanted and
Council President William that was to get deadline dates
Smith said students are fed up.
for meeting certain grievances.
The Fine Arts Student The council is very frustrated.
Council received a notice on We see how far we have to go 10
Sept.15 from Music Chairman get something accomplished,"
J ames Norris that all music Smith said. He said the organisororities, fraternities and orga- zations do not know when they
nizations had 10 vacate their must vacate tbeiroflices.
offices by noon on Friday, Sept.
The Student Council and stu17. The offices are located in dents of tbe College of Fine
the basement of the Fine Arts Arts wrote a memorandum statbuilding.
ing their position on the issue of
ln the memorandum, Norris the organizations being of
explained that the music depart- "social" orientation and the sudment was seeking to change its den eviction notice without any
environment.
alternative relocation space, by
"Jn the interest of a more requesting an explanation for
scholarly atmosphere, one con- tbe eviction, the minutes of the
ducive 10 learning and creativi- meeting and the roster of faculty
ty, we find it necessary to members present at the meeting.
remove those conditions which
In addition to the memoranappear to be more social in dum, there was a list of 17
nature," Norris wrote.
grievances from the music
The F ine Ans Student deparunent. There were also let-

Work S h op t O d

•ISCUSS

in the school because
ther~ wasn , t any
security.
. . Steve ~u~son,_ a
Jun1_or m~Jonng in
_ "- :I
, _
music business, a(so
; , ,,..,.
spoke of the ~~cuce
:.1,
i _..~,....,.,
~-o~m cond111ons.
Pianos are out_ of
tu~e and some w11hou t keys. There
1
aren't even light
bulbs in the rooms."
Hudson added that
..__ _la :;:_ _ _ _......:.;.:s,:,;,;....;
most of the rooms
Photo by Chuck Emory are locked and filled
with computers or if
Students rally for change in front of the College of Fine Arts.
the room is open
1ers of support from the Howard said the practice rooms serve as another student is practicing. "It
University Student Association, a more secure place to store is an absolutely hard time to
the Undergraduate Student instruments than the hall lock- practice."
Assembly and various organiz:i- crs that have been broken into.
Smith provided an example
tions in the College of Fine
Even though the practice of the seriousness of the necesArts.
rooms may be more secure than sity for new equipment or at
Smith and o th er officers the lockers, the building is still least usable equipment. "There
wanted to know what code of without an adequate security are classes where the student
conduct the organizations vio- system. according 10 Smith.
must recognize different notes
lated 10 be considered unconAccording 10 student council but if the pianos are out of tune
ducive 10 creativity and learn- 1 conversations with Norris, a then the student is unable 10 tell
ing. Smith said it was unfair that security system was installed on the difference and unable 10
there was no student representa- Aug. 23, 1989, but at present, it complete the assignment."
tion 10 enlighten the faculty of is not working.
There have been numerous
the importance of the organizaAs if not having a security accounts from other students of
tions 10 the music department.
system isn't enough, the school rats in the rooms and vandalism.
One of the grievances noted is a lso lacking a sufficient Hudson recounted an incident
was the lack of security in the amount of equipment. Smith of a homeless man and then a
Fine Arts building. One student stated in Thursday's meeting student living in the practice
that Norris said there were new rooms.
pianos but they wouldn't be put
Tanya Garnett, senior

~

~

:./.i
~
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genoc1 e

10 disclose membership figures, conscious than they have ever
he admitted that the selection been before.
"The Civil Rights movement
process is stringent. He said the
An upcoming workshop will group prefers 10 recruit talented did not have a place for the
examine the issue of genocide people who are fearless in the youth, so the youth developed a
in the African-American com- cause of the black revolution.
place for itself," he said.
munity.
A Non-Black Business
At the workshop, Shabazz
Howard University law stu- will instruct youths and the stu- Boyco11 is scheduled for
dent Malik Zulu Shabazz is the dent revolutionaries on how to November. December and
master of ceremonies in the combat the problem of geno- Januar~·- Cokel) asks that
workshop titled, "Death Rides cide.
blacks do not buy frivolous
A Pale Horse." He said the
goods
from non-white busi"I will clearly point out who
provocative title comes from a the enemy is and how we are nesses. He also urges black
Bible scripture that reads: "And becoming co-conspirators of Americans to pay their utility
I had looked and, behold, a pale our own genocide," he said.
companies just one dollar per
horse, and his name that sat on
Dr. Abdul Al im month during the boycon.
him was Death, and Hades fol- Muhammad of Washington's
According to Cokely, 60 perlows witl1 him. And power was Abundant Life Clinic, said cent of all goods are sold durgiven unto them over the fourth AIDS is also a plot of genocide ing these three months. If
part of the earth, 10 kill with against black people. He plans enough people participate
sword, and with hunger, and 10 lay out the historical and across the country. he said. the
with death, and with the beasts spiritual foundations of how hoycon could impact the econof the earth." (Revelations 6:8)
black people have become "sit- omy in protest against the
And according 10 Shabazz, ting ducks" in the plot of geno- genocide of blacks.
both the title and the Scripture cide.
Reginald X feels that incartarget the theme of what he
Muhammad has called on ceration and drugs are also
called "the anti-genocide black black members of Congress to fonns of genocide.
"Time is
survival session" to be held conduct an investigation of the running out; we don't have too
Sept. 29 at 6 p.m. in the alleged genocide against much longer 10 play around.
Armour J . Blackburn Center African Americans and 10 sub- We're in the fight for our lives,
Ballroom.
sequently try former U.S. pres- and if we don't take this oppor"This has been understood idents Richard Nixon, George tunity to stand up - we will be
by us 10 symbolize America Bush and Jimmy Carter, _and wiped from the face of the
and the bloodshed that [this former Secretary of State earth," X said.
country] has spread throughout Henry Kissinger for their parthe earth," he said.
ticipation in such activities.
Speakers will include Dr.
"The history of the last 500
Abdul Alim Muhammad; Steve years is full of instances of
Cokely; Reginald X, vice presi- genocide being perpetrated
dent of the Howard University against non-European people
Student Association; and by Europeans," Muhammad By Melissa E. James
Hilltop Staff Writer
Shabazz. The second part of the said.
workshop will take place Nov.
Activist and research scienMany remember the scene
11, when Dr.
Khallid tist Steve Cokely will discuss
of
chaos.
Firefighters bauled
Muhammad comes to Howard. the New World Order and the
Both sessions, which are pro- Non-Black Business Boycott. the blaze and the ash that fell
duced by Unity Nation and the He believes that genocide has from the sky of New York City
Black
Law
Students been orches trated by secret in the aftermath of the World
Association.
Shabazz began societies such as the Council on Trade Center bombing. One of
the four men accused in the
Unity Nation in the spring of Foreign
Relations,
the alleged terrorist attack is being
1988, while he was still a Bilderburger Group, the Skull
senior at Howard. The purpose and Bones Society of Yale defended by a Howard
al umnus.
of the organization is to unify University and the Rhodes University
Muhammad Bashir.
Howard students under a black Scholarship Program.
Bashir will defend
nationalist
philosophy.
"The Civil Rights AU-Stars Mahmoud Abouhalima, who
Alt hough Unity Nation has [NAAC P, SCLC. Rainbow
hosted more than 30 programs, Coalition] cannot hold back the has pleaded innocent 10 the
their greatest accomplishments tide of oppression as evidenced charge of ·'conspiracy of
include bringing the Honorable by the ir refusal to allow bombing a building involved in
Minister Louis Farrakhan 10 Minister Farrakhan 10 speak at interstate commerce."
Bashir, who graduated from
campus in 1988 and 1993, par- the March on Washington."
Howard University in 1978
ticipating in the student protest Cokely said.
and
the Howard University
in 1989 and spurring the resurCokely said that some School of Law in 1983, sa id
gence of the black conscious progress has been made since
the United Stat es government
movement on campus in 1988.
the Ci vii Rights Movement has a weak case against his
Although Shabazz refused because black youth are more
client.

By Mandlnema R. Kumbula
Hilltop Staff Writer

n
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Theater Arts Administration
· c h arge o f
major, was put in
finding a solution. Garne11's
solution was a protest. Garnett
became the demonstration producti_on managher1.dThe dFe~ndonstra11on was e on n ay.
Sept. 17 at 11:30 a.m. Students
were to simply leave classes and
go to the lobby. "We are not
here to socialize, we will sit in
silence if we have to. 10 get it
accomplished."
The students did leave
c lass as planned on Friday at
e,cactly 11 :30. There was a
moment of silence, prayer, a
libation for musicians past and
speeches from council officers.
Terri Wade, president of HUSA.
and Dean Donaldson addressed
the students. There were performances by several graduate students such as Marcus Rabb,
Antonio Parker and Raymond
Angry.
'The Student Council was
very orderly and handled themselves very well at the demonstmtion," Norris said.
He added that the council
officers said the grievances
were from other students other
than those in the music department.
"I have the upmost respect
for the student council and will
meet with them on Tuesday 10
air out our differences."

School fails to make grade,
education students say
By Mell$&& E. James
Hilttop Staff Writer
The School of Education
Student Council said the
sch,iol is failing to prepare 1t,
studenLS to deal with the problems facing urban youth.
"The focus that the ,tudent
council has i3 for the [School
of Education) to step into tl1e
forefront of dealing with
is,uc~ affecting blacl,. children. A, of yel. the ~chool ha,
not done so. Howeh•r, it has
the abili1y to." ,tndcnt council
Pr~<ident Oronde Miller ,J.id.
When cducatiou students
were a,ked if the school was
adequately prep,tring them to
deal with the realities young
people face, they voiced
mixed feelings.
"Overall, I do feel that the
school is preparing me; however, I feel some reform ne,·ds
to be made because some
classes could be more chul-

lenging in that more could be
covered," said Gloria Jones. a
senior majoring in early
childhood
education.
"Teaching is nor ju:sr teaching
anymore because a lot of children bring a lot to the classroon1."
Afrocentricism i~ a hot
topic of discussion at the
school. Many education MU·
dents feel that black students
should be tnught fl<lm a bl,tck
perspective.
"If you're dealing with a
bunch of African-American
students you should teach
them from an afroccntric
viewpoint," Miller suid.
According to the nc,v
dean of the school, Por11a
Shields, there is currently no
mandate in the School of
Education to incorpornre an
afrocentric teaching perspective within the school's curriculum. However, manv
teachers are voluntarily using

this ~rspective in their teaching.
"facult)' members who
have in their own minds
defined [afrocenll'icismJ arc
promoting it the "a) they
have defined it." Shields
said. "We want the Mudents to
find the black viewpoint in
things."
The .student council says
they an.• dediL"3ted to addres~.
ing problem, that AfncanAmerican students will face.
"We llJC pl,mnlng a number of programs. The fir t one
is going to be a forum d.:aling
with nfrocentricity in general.
In March, we will have a conference on black children in
educational areas," Mill er
said.
Shields said ~he is committed, as well. "I'm intensely
intere&ted in issues lhat will
make our children of color
,m·cessful.'' the Jean said.

Howard alumnus defends suspect in
World Trade Center catastrophe
"In order 10 charge h'1m ,,.t'th
· gui·1ty be fore he has
•
c 1·1ent 1s
conspiracy, the government been tried.
must show that there was some
"The media has made [my
level of agreement between client) up as a terrorist on trial
Abouhalima and the others. to put fear in the hearts of
The government cannot prove Americans. They see active
that," Bashir said.
Islam as a threat on America.
According 10 - ~ : - : - - - - - - - - - -The government
Bashir, the gov"The media has does not have a
ernment charged made [my client] strong case so
Aboubalima with
they put out,
the crime because up as a terrorist
through
the
he flew 10 his
on trial to put media, a fear of
home in Egypt. fear in the hearts Islam," Bashir
Bashir said this
of Americans.
said. "They tell
makes no sense.
America that we
Egypt is an ally of
They see active can't
let these
the United States, Islam as a threat guys go because
and
if
on America."
they're Islamic
Abouha!ima was
terrorists."
gui lt y and was
·Muhammad Bashir
Bashir and
trying to flee after the bomb- two o ther a11orneys, Hassen
ing, why would he go to an Abdellah and Clarence Faines
ally country. Bashir said.
III, are determined 10 win this
Bashir says the media has case.
helped fuel the belief that his
Abouhalima's friends chose

Bashir to defend him because
they felt Bashir and the other
lawyers possessed qualities
that are important 1n winning
the case - skill and a love and
under..tanding of Islam.
While attending the
University, Bashir majored in
journali sm and was active in
several organizations. He was a
Campus Pal, a staff writer for
The HILLTOP and a member
of Ubiquity. At the Schoo! of
Law. he served as president of
the
Graduate
Student
Assembly.
Bashir advises university
students who are interested in
auending law school 10 take
many speech, writing and logic
courses to perfect their abili ties to communicate effectively
and to think logically. These
skills, along with community
activism. arc important attrib•
utes of a lawyer.
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ls there any truth to the
myth that Howard is a
party school?
.. I don·1 think it"~ a party
school, but there are
party people 1ht1t go here.
There are parties, but
many aren · t spon~ored by
Howard. A lot arc given
by people in the D.C.
community."

r-ialma lmani Welcher
AetlnA, Sophomore
'"Whether it', a party
school depends on the
individual. I know some
people who party almost
every day of the week
and some who party after
studying. Then you have
people like me who only
go out around twice a
semester, like around
Homecoming."

~

E
~

tj

~

~

~

"No. I haven't found ~
that at all. Before I (I)
came here, all I kept ~
hearing about was ~
how you have to wqrk ~
so hard to concentrate {i:l
and study because of~
'-'----"---....., all the panying going
on. However. I've ~

By Aliya Davis
Hilttop Staff Writer

Entertainment and education
will be provided free on "the
Yard" on Sept. 25 as part of the
Howard University Student
Association's Community
Outreach program.
Community Day, featuring
1he theme"A vision of unity: the
revelation of a black nation,"
will take place from noon to 6
p.m.
"The speakers are positive.
The entertainers are positive. It
is an opportunity for the community 10 come 1oge1her in a
positive environment." said
Danielle Jones. the coordinator
forCommunityOuireach.

Featured speakers include
Councilman Marion Barry,
Malik Zula Shabazz from the
Unity Nation, Rev. Cleveland
Sparrow, Ward one Chairman
Frank Smith, Andrew Cacho
from Andrew Cacho Dancers
and Drummers, and Shawn
Muhammad from the Nation of
Islam. There will also be performances from Backyard,
Northeast Youngins, 2000
Black, Ayana Gregory and
Eraka Rozonrondu.
Jones wanted the evem 10
take place at Banneker Field. but
it would cost $5,000 that HUSA
did not have for the program.
Jones said she hopes for a
large turnout from the commu-

nity and from students. The outreach is extended to children in
foster homes and homeless individuals in 1he surrounding areas.
In addition. two schools and
three different organizations,
including one for handicapped
men. are invited.
"It is our mission to be the
catalyst to break the negative
cycles in the black community:·
Jones said.
To encourage parents 10 bring
!heir children, volunteers from
Community Outreach will provide face painting and a table
with shaving cream for children
to make pictures.
Food will be provided by
local vendors.

~:;~~~f~~~_:o/y~~ E Divinity
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professor debuts
new Afrocentric Bible

Eden as the cradle of civiliza- Blacks once were not only
HUSA Graduate Liaison
tion in Africa. Moreover, it powerful, but also a holy peopictures significant Biblical ple who can attain the spiritual
,.,.------, •1'ha1 myth is totally
Howard University Divinity characters such as Moses. height again.
The concept of
untrue
because
students arc studying theology many of the apostles, Jesus
Howard. p<!r ~- only t::!:i
from a different perspective Christ and the Virgin Mary as Afrocentricity is prevalent
throughout The Original
gives about two to l;Jl 1ha1 is, an Afrocentric perspec- persons of color.
du~,· partic, on cam- ~
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of The Community News
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Michael A. 'fucker

Students are being brainwashed
by Hilltop articles like 'Hot Love'
Abdulla Salaam Muhammad
As an Orlhodox Muslim and
practitioner of true Islam, I
would like 10 thank you and the
staff-for putting a loaded gun
of negativity 10 the heads of
hundreds of impressionable.
young. brainwashed Negro students, and pulling the trigger.
Miss Williams, you are
indeed a sellout, and the Black
Revolution in the U.S. and
Africa wi ll never prosper as
long as we have Unc le Toms
like you informing our youth.
On Sept. 3, you published an
article in your Tempo section
entitled "Hot Love in the
Summertime." Upon reading
that article, I had one word for
it-raunchy. Our brothers and
sisters are in a decrepit state as
it is in 1993; why would (you)
want to pollute their minds with
gossip and trash?
By being at the so called
Mecca of black institutions.
I've come 10 expect more com•
prehensive information on
issues pertaining to our African
youth. The moral bond which
kepi the black man respecting

the black woman and the black
woman respecting her black
man has crumbled in shame.
Why would you. with as much
power that you have in delivering information 10 our people,
want to report on who slept
with who and how many?
Instead of focusing on
meaningless trash, you could
have focused on the posili\'e
aspects of relationships during
the summer. I'm quite sure that
there arc campus couples who
have interesting. romantic ,to•
ries to tell us. while both working for degrees and planning
for the future. You could have
even wriuen an article on marriage proposals. somc1hing of
more positive subs1ance.
Instead, your primary focus
was on three brainwashed black
women. One who cheated on
her boyfriend and gave hen.elf
10 three brainwashed brothers,
another who gave hen.elf and
had intercourse with a while
man and one who slept with a
married man.
With that article alone you
have sci back a lot of brothers
and sisters mental ly. We gel

enough trash wri1ten about us
in the Washington Post, The
Nationa l Inquirer, Newsweek
and other magazines that sys•
1ema1ically defame and exploit
Africans in America. I doubt it
if we need ii from The Hilltop.
As a result, I wish that more
articles (would) come out that
are more sympathetic 10 black
male and female relations.
Sexual relations are not something that should be taken light•
ly on our college campuses.
Giving what the students want
10 hear is the wrong move. You
must realize that half of these
students are deaf. dumb and
blind. and half of them have no
idea what they want. Because
they don't know what the~
want, they read and take 10
heart trash like "Hot Love in
the
Summertime."
I should hope in the future
that you will take a more posi•
1ive approach 10 the articles that
you write for the sake and
future of our black brothers and
sisters who will ultimately be
the parents of our future gener•
ation. No more media assas•
sins! As Salaam Alaikum.

Tempo section informs, entertains
Dear Mr. Muhammad,
To say that I was angry and
offended when I first read your
leuer is an understatement; I
was quite livid.
Nevertheless, I have read
your lener several times since
then, each time with a more
open mind. trying to understand
where you were coming from,
trying 10 see eye to eye w11h
you. And I must say that some
of your points were valid.
However. I do not apprcci•
are being called an Uncle Tom
or a sell-out because I am neither. It amazes me that you fell
confident enough to make this
premature assumption based on
one article. True enough some
of the content of the article may
have been considered raunchy,
but may I rem ind you Mr.
Muhammad that there are many
journalistic forms. And whether

you liked the article or not, lhe
fact still remains that the see•
narios and people presqnted in
"Hot Lo\'e in lhe Summertime"
arc all real. Trne, I could have
focused on students who had
"peachy" summer romances,
but I did not.
A, Tempo Editor. my job is
two-fold. I have an obligation
10 inform as well as entertain
and this includes giving the
readers of The IIILLTOP what
they want 10 read. I aim lo
please the majority, but as you
well know. no mat1er how hard
I try. someone will always be
dissatisfied.
I am glad that Ill} article
upset you enough that you took
the time 10 sit down and write
me a lc11cr. At least I know that
people arc reading Tempo and
reacting 10 it. whether that reaction is good or bad.
Next time when I sil down

10 write I will keep your criticisms in mind. But just as I
will try to keep a more open
mind. so must you Mr.
Muhammad.
Constructive criticism is one
thing, but name cal lin g is
another. II was absolutely
unnecessary for you 10 label lhe
young women featured in the
article

as

ubrainwashcd".

Likewise. it wa, unnecessary
for you 10 insult my reader, by
calling them "deaf. dumb and
bl ind." They dc,er"e more
credit than 1ha1.
Frankly Mr. Muhammad. I
expected more constructive
criticism from a brother like
you who claim, to be ·•a prnc1i1ioner of Trne Islam".

Vt1/arie Williams is Tempo
Editor of the HILLTOP

The article on The
Community News ("Howard's
communi ty p;1per strives for a
new look," Sept. I 0, 1993)
accurately portrayed the dilem•
ma faced by the dedicated staff
of editors, reporters and advertising representatives who pub•
lishcd it weekly. However. as
faculty adviser, I must take
issue with several poinb.
To the naysayer.; who howl
about glories past, I say hog·
wash. The Community News of
several years ago labored under
the same problems it now faces
- old equipment which makes
the production process almost
impossible. Yet. we do it and
are currently working on a plan
10 modernize the operation.
To labor under the false
assumption 1ha1 professional
content means politics and hard
news. only does a di\Service to
the people The Community
News is trying to ,erve.
The old-fashioned look and

tone nrc also being worked on
as we acid features about health
and husincss. We also are looking for ways 10 improve layout
and graphics. Advertising is
picking up in a big way and
will eventually allow us 10 run
special sections.
What all readers must
remember is that The
Community News does not
receive n fat subsidy from
Howard University Yet, it is
expected 10 be competitive.
Also, our focus must be the
neighborhoods and issues that
are not universi1y-rcla1ed. That
is our mandate - 10 pro\'ide
off-campus journalism experi·
ence 10 those students bold
enough to accept that chal•
tenge.
1 encourage any student
courageous enough 10 leave the
relative safety of campus
reporting to come join us and
sink your hearts and sou Is i1110
stories 1ha1 will 1es1 your met•
tie.
I hope the editors and

reporter, at The
(most of whom an
students) rcmeml
journalistic wor
Howard consist~ c
fashion shows a 1
Man" commentaric
And I hope th•
who helped then·
were apprchensi ve
just plain scar
invol\'ed. I value
1heir only debt ii
their knowledge
cnce.
Finally, 10 the
Community News.
dedication and t
example is inspir
proud to be assc
you. Thank you I
me when I say, "
good, doing is b{
see I'm right.

Michael A. T11c
journalism in th
Com1111111icatiot1I

There's no need for mud-slin~
To Michael A. Tucker:
When I firs1 learned of your
position as facult) advisor to
The Community News, I
applauded. I knew you would
bring energy 10 the paper.
However. I did not anticipate
1ha1 you would aho bring a
negative a11i1ude.
The HILLTOP and The
Communi:y Ne,\s ar.: Howard
Uni\'ersil) learning instru
ments. Students in Journalism,
advertising. graphic design.
business management. photography and an are able 10 get
hands-on experience in their
fields. These papers are not
intended to sling mud.
The HILLTOP story on The
Commun11y News was a well
wri1ten piece. The reporter,
Staci Hill. interviewed the
proper source, and induded
more th:1n one v11:w on the
paper. You must realizc this
was a newspaper art iclc and 1101
a promotional release. Yes. "e
included a ncgali\'C quote, hut
proper journalism dictates 1ha1
both sides of an issut' be pre•

scntecl. After all. this is what
you taught us in your class
Dr. Lawrence Kaggwa, the
paper's founder. had a right to
voice his opinion about the
paper's quality. Isn't the old
equipment that you say makes
production almos t impossible
the same equipment he used as
advisor and I used last year as
editor?
Further. The HILLTOP's
budget and equipment is handled differently because the
Commu:iity News is a laboratory publication as opposed 10 the
official campu~ newspaper. I
under-tand you don't mind this
distinction since you have
tnformcd your students that
articles published at The HILLTOP will nol receive credit in
your class, yet those at The
Community News will. When
you were my instructor (and
not The Community News
advisor) you ,trc,scd publication and experience no mailer
what the newspaper.
I do 1101 think c11her paper
is the proper medium for you 10
call my staff less courageous

than journalis
Community New,
TOP is full of en
catcd, inquis11i
excited about the
media. For you to
ries less valid bee:
with campus issue
sional, and you O\
apology. And I
implied that our
around 1ri\'ial iss
me an apology. I •
playwright. reali
arc several jouma
write about fas
movie,. relarion
plays.
I am very h:
plan
10
im
Community Ne"
luck I pray that
comments about·
and its staff does
unneccs,ary bad
the papers. I. to
Community N<
their dedicauon a
must not forget t
HILLTOP.
01e.rn Mi,Mleto

chief of Tire HIU
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PERSPECTI
The ''global capacity'' for r acis,n at AT&T
Jay C. Augustine
On Friday, September 17,
1993, The Washington Post, as
well as the popular news
show,
Good
Morning
America, covered the incident
of an AT&T cartoonist and his
version of the African's existence. In a cartoon that advertised the "global capacity.. of
AT&T, a mimic of telephone
poles and wires was drawn to
show the company's serYice
ex tended to the seven continents. The problem arises with
respect to Africa. On the
African continent, the cartoon•
ist was delighted to show n
gorilla who was happy to be
patroni1i ng AT&T. Not only
is the characteriiation degrading and appalling, but it bites
into a false image of Africans
(and consequently AfricanAmericans) that has been con-

tinually manifested by the
media for years and years.
Individuals of African
descent find themselves in a
very precarious position. With
Africa as a common ground,
individuals throughout the
African diaspora were cut off
from their many traditions and
cultural values that existed in
their
indigenous
land.
Consequently. it has been pos~ible for the media to impregnate the minds of individuals
of African descent as well as
society at large with false perceptions of African life,
For years, the media has
chosen to focus on the underdeveloped areas of Africa and
has stereotyped the entire continent as such. The focus ,
rather than being on the great
empire and accomplishments
of the Egyptians and similar
societies, has been placed on

the jungles of the Congo and
man's supposed c lose association with apes, monkeys and
animals of the like. Now,
AT&T, with its "global capacity," has added to the perpetuation of an unwarranted
African stereotype.
Africans throughout the
African diaspora have traditionally been a disenfranchised group and one must
agree that this cartoon adds to
their disenfranchisemen't. The
solution to the ill state of existence and the outlet through
which a discontent group must
voice their unrest is the economic boycott.
In the post-emancipation
cru. for the first time, "new
citizens" were able to participate in the electoral process.
They sought to voice their
political unres t by electing
minorities to the legislature.

r--_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _.:____,

This set the tone for continued
appeals to the legislative
branch to stop the cries of
minority groups. This continued 10 be the major source of
appeal until the l 930's when
the executive branch attempted 10 heal the wounds of
financially injured groups.
As time progressed, minority groups again turned their
unrest to another branch of
government. During the
Warren years, ( 1953 10 1968
or the years when Earl Warren
was the Chief Justice of the
United States Supreme Court)
disillusioned groups looked
for judicial intervention to
answer their calls for justice.
Beginning with the unanimous
decision in Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka, Kansas
( 1954) the Warren court represented the needs of many
underprivileged Americans.

With the exception of the
Montgomery Bus Boycott of
1955, the judicial branch
became the voice of minority
and allied groups demands.
Now, the time has come 10
voice disenfranchisement by a
means which is understood by
all, money. I submit to all
those that will be stimu lated
by the contents of the article
that the time is now to institutionalize an effective and
demanding economic boycott.
Ben Chavis and the NAACP
were compensated by the
Denny's restaurant franchise
because they felt threatened
by the potentially dangerous
economic boycott of their
establishment. Likewise nil
disenfranchised groups must
cease patronizing all establish•
ments which degrade and perpetuate false perceptions of
them.

P lease. if you currently
subscribe to AT&T. stop now.
If there is anyone you know
that subscribes to their service,
strongly encourage them to
stop patronizing AT&T. If
your business or school
patronizes them, go through
whatever channels necessary
to voice your discontent.
Regardless of government or
pri ,•ate sector. student or
employee, all individuals
understand the YOicc of money
and financial stability. Now is
the time to disturb the stability
upon which AT&T has built a
lucrative financial edifice.

C. A111111stine, <111 economics
11ul}or, i.l II member of Alplra Phi

J<1y

Alp/111 Fraremlry, Inc .. Bew
Clwpu•r.

To be better than the
rest, a way of life
Rev. Derek Grier
All of us could step on a scale and instantly
know our weight. We could all take rulers and
determine our height. We could maneuver into
a gauged tank and determine our mass.
However, who can measure the magnanimity
of our souls? Who can measure the greatness
of a people? Other than God, the only other
place of examination is the scales of adversity.
As African-Americans, our challenges have
been unequaled. Likewise. our achievements
are unparalleled. M; attitudes toward racism
ha\'e changed over the years. People of color
frequently have 10 be several times better than
the mainstream, to receive the same benefits.
There was a time this embittered me. However,
now it emboldens me. I have learned to
embrace the challenge of being twice as good
as the status quo because I am more than able.
I feel sorry for those who would hinder me as I
race ahead and accomplish more than they

would ever dare try.
Bigotry is certainly to be combated vehemently on every front, but not for the reason
some do. Our attempt to pull down the barriers
of race should not be so our children can be
like European descendants. The gold standard
is for us to create for our kids an environment
free of systematic hate and for them to be
black, as they define it. I invite the system to
take me on. Only then can it be irrefutably
proven that I am wonderfully and marvelously
made.
In our attempts to cear down the ills of our
nation, let us remember 10 raise the standards.
Let's become leaders in every legitimate strata
of society. Dare 10 be brilliant. Dare to be
brave. Dare to be boss.

The Rel'. Derek Grier is founder of Song of
Faith Clrurches of North America.

Entrepreneurial advice from a Howard alumnus
Kevin Davis
I am a recent Howard graduate. This is only significant
because I have an idea that
will
enhance
Howard
University. while providing
more conYenience 10 a l I
Howard University students.
My idea will allow Howard to
improve its budget concern
and hire more employees. I
am working for a multinational corporation whose subsidiary is making millions. I
see how much these companies make simply because the
U.S. population is so large
(260 million strong).
I have heard from other
Howa1dites that Howard
University recently purchased
the Wonder Plaza. This is an
especially good move. This
will allow Howard 10 control

more of the community, as it
should. The time has come for
Howard University to open its
own campus-run grocery store
as the bookstores will be moving to the new location on
Georgia Avenue. As a business gradua te, l know t he
potential for profi t 1s great
since many students on campus find it a hassle to walk to
the Safeways (although we
will purchase many items
there), especially late at night.
Since self-help and development are being taught at our
institution, what better way 10
show this than opening our
own store? I was fortunate or
unfortunate (1 could never
afford the Towers) enough to
live in Slowe, Meridian,
Sutton and Carver, and it
seemed my spare change was
always spent going to a small

Third World grocer in our economically-depressed area. The
grocer was usually Korean.
This is stated wi th no other
purpose than to say that I
know as we a ll do that
Safeway or these grocers have
not done a thing for our university.
I was fortunate enough to
have Ii ved in Meridian my last
year, and the dorm counselor
there started a small store that
allowed the dorm to buy some
luxury i tems. This was in
April of 1992 when renovat ions around the dorm were
looking good.
Howard University, as we
• all know, is not located in the
mos t affluent area in
Washington , D.C. Speaking
frankly. the area is pretty desolate. except for the University,
the Wonder Plaza, the Texaco

Station and Third World grocers.
I believe that the Founh
Street bookstore would be a
great location for a small grocery store. The campus store
1s not convenient in the
Bldckburn Center, and it
would look tacky 10 lug groceries across "the Yard." The
Fourth Street store is convenient to the Quad, Bethune,
Howard Towers and the
[Bethune Addition]. I' vc
talked to other graduates about
this proposition. Why should
future Howardites spend all
their money at the Safeways
and Third World grocers
around campus when we can
spend it with our own school?
Our school is incredibly
rich economically and culturally, as compared with middleof-the-road colleges in

America. Why not empower
the disenfranchised'? And
though we have come an
incredibly great way, Howard
University can run more
things and do even more.
I have learned a great deal
about the world in the four
mdnths I have been living in
t11c "real world." I've learned,
it may not be right. but capital
runs the world. We at Howard
are I0,000 or more strong and
continue to give all our money
to businesses that do notll ing
for our university.
I have been fortunate
enough to have traveled and to
have met people of the nine
tribes (some say races) of
Africans, East Indians,
American Indians, Aborigines,
Europeans, Pacific Islanders
(Melanesian, Micronesian,
Polynesian) and Asians. And

Lis t en up sisters! Enough is enough
crs may have this type of menWhenever I read this paper, Howard are "generous with
Jay
tality. all of us don't.
l always read articles that refer extreme displays of affeccion."
Another article that bothVery generous!
This article may upset to brothers as being dogs.
ered me was "Three Men
I
was
particularly
outraged
some sisters, but at this point I This may be true in some
when I read the Sept. 3 issue Tripled Her Fun:· It was about
really don't care. l am sick cases, b~t nobody has the right
of T he H il lt op. Some poor a female at Howard who
and tired of all of the male to judge all brothers based on
misguided soul wrote abou t cheated on her boyfriend-for
bashing that I have bared wit- the actions of a few. (And)
Howard upperclassmen. The no good reason-with not one,
ness to in The Hilltop and on what about the sisters a t
perso n (wrote) we view our not two, but three other guys.
the Howard Un iversity cam- Howard? Since I am a mature
beau tiful freshman sisters as On top of all that she showed
pus overa ll. Don't get me young man. I refuse to resort
"fresh meat" in the sect ion in no remorse for her actions and
wrong; I love being a sopho- to the name call i ng I bared
Tempo called "A word to the ,he used a poor excuse that
more here, but s isters. you witness to in this paper. I'll
"guys do it all the time ... I
just say that man} sisters at wise:· Although many brothhave a problem.

hope the females who read her
article and approved of her
choices accept that pitiful
excuse the next time their man
cheats on them!
Furthermore, I don't think
that this article would be put
in The Hilltop if it was about
a brother who happened to
·'triple his fun." I don't want
10 give the impression that all
Sisters at Howard have narrow
,·icws on brothers because that

if one thing is true, it's that
they all look out for their own.
Howard is a tribe of talented individuals, and this is why
I hope you will petition
Prcside111 Jenifer for a campus
grocery store. Although possibly small, it would still serve
Howard University's needs. I
have wrincn President Jenifer
and his assistant. Mr. Minor.
I'm sure Howard will lead the
way if students petition the
preside111 to take our school to
another level, by taking care
of us. We in tum will be taking care of Howard. When
you enter the "real world,"
your choices will be limited.

Kevi11 Davis is a Howqrd
a/111111111s, living in Gra11d
Rapids, Mich.

is not the case. Many sisters
h~e enough maturity to tell
the difference and they need to
be respected for that, but,
unfortunately, many bitter
ones don·1. This isn't "School
Daze", but I would advise
these sisters to WAKE UP!

Jay , ll'ho is 111ajori11g i11 co11s11111er scie11ce, requested Iris
last 11amc to he withheld.
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New chairman Clarke
supports minorities
.
,
f PubhC

By Genea Luck

Hilltop Staff Writer
It is time to meet the new
chairman of the D.C. Cily
Council. David A. Clarke won
seven oul of 1he eight polilical
wards and surpassed his
fomale competitors Charlene
Drew Jarvh, Linda Cropp.
Marie Drissel and Emily
Fi1simmons by 38,39 l votes.
Clarke, 49, has served on
the D.C. Council before and
will assume the chairmanship
Sept. 28.

Clarke plans 10 continue
supporting the needs of minority communi1ics. For the oftenignored Latino community,
Clarke plans to Ufi!e appoin1men1s ot more Luinos 10
boards and commissions in the
city govemment.
While on the council in
' I 977. Clarke introduced the
Human Right, Act 10 prohibit
discriminalion because of race.
sexual preference. nalional origin or poli1ical affiliation.
To ,1ddress lhc health care
problems of the elderly, Clarke
introduced legisla1ion 10 create

Blacks must take responsibility
for stereotypes, jo~~~~}!,~!!,!.! l,

a new Department 0
Kif
Hcallh. In 1981. Clarke wrote
O
at Amos and Andy has been sion s
s
res ct as African-Americans
1he city's strong Drug Control By Ayoka Campbell
HilltopSiaffWriler
replaced by black acceptance of such st ereotypes of African- wh:h is being eroded. And
Act.
·r
In Living Color. It seems to me AmenH·cano~~rd alumnae Isabel much of the erosion, I'm afraid.
Since Clarke's WI e.
Several
issues
and
braintrust
that at least some black_ people
. om·ng from us and we have
Carole, has caught for the D.C.
forums stimula1ed the audience in the audience are [hred of] Wi l kerson wrote an article is c 1
public schools for ::?.O years. he a1
the
23rd
Annual _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ about these s1ereotypes for The to stop it first before we can
has supported voles for
New York T imes. Wilkerson demand that other people
Congressional Black Caucus
increased funding for lhe pub- Foundation's
Legisla1ive
"... the problem is the
said 1ha1 African-Americans respect us," Raspberry said.
lic schools. He said 1ha1 during
th
V.'eekend. but one forum chalblack experience is not must stop portraying only one
Ho l mes-Norton and e
his tenn, he will pro,ide jobs lengcd all African-Americans,
aspect of the black population.
other panelists encouraged the
for graduating s1udents 10
any
one
thing.
It's
rich
"vou
must
always
strive
10
audience to write le11ers to
,,
build a work force in lhe com- young and old , to speak up.
The panel discussion "Black and diverse and multishow balance and you don ' t protest media images and 10
munity.
Journalists: Meeting the New
just show one segment of the feel free to voice their opinions.
Clarke is also interested in
Stereotypes of African
laye red a nd by focusblack community. The problem
Although most st udents
public safely. As a former
Americans" called for blacks 10
ing on just one eleis the black experience is not agreed with some of the things
councihnember. he wrote lhe
take the responsibility for the
any one thing. It 's rich and said by the panelists, one stu ·
Con!folled Substance Acl,
ment, that's where you diverse and multi-layered and dent ,et
r I th
f th h
negative images portrayed in
at some o es ows
which calls for the arrest of
movies and television, as well
get the stereotypes."
by focusing on just one ele- and movies mentioned were not
drug dealers and the seizure o
as the images in some of the
Isabel Wilkerson
ment. That's where you get the that negative.
their propeny.
more explicit rap lyrics.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
stereotypes," Wilkerson said.
"I don't think it is always
Clarke received his Julis
Congresswoman Eleanor hearing ihe abusive put downs
Syndicated columnist the situation of not respecting
Doctor
from
Howard
Holmes-Norton created the of women or ... the endless William Raspberry said we can ourselves. Sometimes they are
University School of Law and
panel in an effort 10 discuss cursing passing for dialogue," still respect the artists and pro- portraying what happens to
his Bachelor of Aris from
solutions openly wi1h journal- Holmes-Norton said.
ducers, but African-Americans some blacks on a daily basis,
George
Washington
1sts.
Menace ll Society, Manin must express their feelings and we shouldn't feel embarUniversity. He plans to contin"What we have seen and I and Poetic Justice were just a about the negative images.
rassed about that," said junior
ue his legal education al
heard
are
abusive,
and
outrage
few
of
the
movies
and
televi"It's
an
a11emp1
to
grab
Michelle Fowlin.
Chulalongkorn University in
Bangkok.Thailand.
He has r~ccived several
community service awards.
including the Morgenstern Jr.
Memorial
Award
for
Humanitarian Activity from
According to the D.C.
said 1hat parking areas around
Howard University, the By Genea Luck and
Department
of Public Works,
campus are in more than one
Kiwanis Club of Northea~I Ayoka Campbell
Hilllop Staff Writers
zone. Fairmont, 6th, 4th and traffic police gave out more
Washington President's Aw:ird
Girard streets are not part of than 2.2 million tickets l ast
and
the
Metropolitan
It is no secret tha1 limi1ed the University's campus, even year.
Contractors Association and parking in D.C. is a problem 1hough commuting students
People can pay traffic tickMinority Business Communi1y 1ha1 has students parking just resort 10 these streets for park- ets by cash, check, money
about anywhere regardless of ing space. These streets are order, Mastercard or Visa. All
Award.
Clarke is a visiting profes- the street signs. But with traf- ticketed by the District Traffic checks should be made payable
sor of law at the D.C. School fic police putting the boots on, Police.
to 1he District of Columbia
questions
concerning
parking
of Law. where he also ~ervcs
''There are two or three zon- Treasurer. Ticke1ed indjviduals
remain unanswered and stu- ing stickers for the Howard must include the tag numbers,
as an a,·ademic counselor.
dents are often left in the cold.
Unjversity area, which is why 1icke1 numbers and permit
Representa1ives of the D.C. students find parking in the numbers, if any.
1c1als at the ra 1c
Traffic Adjudication are not area so confusing," he said.
The Bureau of
Adjudication
Coun said tha1 as
clear themselves about the
University parking permits Adjudication, Depar1ment of
parking zones surrounding are issued through a lo11ery Public Works is located at 65 K few as two unpaid tickets can
cause a person to receive a
Howard's campus.
sys1em, bu1 there is liule space St., N .E. It is open Monday
There is no clear solution available there either.
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. boot on their car. And a boot
for students living on or comParking was not a problem :o 7 p.m. except on holidays. cannot be removed unless the
muting 10 campus. One traffic for one student, who wants to For those who decide to fight a tickets are paid.
gays remember his campaign
adjudication
representative remain anonymous, until she ticket, hearings are held from
For questions concerning
promise to do more 10 support
said, "If students receive a lei• received a boot on her car last 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the parking in O.C., call the
the gay communily.
ter from 1heir dean stating weekend. "I feel that if you get bureau. Be prepared 10 wait.
Bureau of Adjudication.
Eighty percent of the funds
where
they
live
on
campus
and
from Aidswalk will be used for
"II takes hours 10 wait for a Department of Public Works at
a ticket, you should pay ii as
verifying 1hat they are s1udents
HIV/ AIDS care programs by
soon as you can. Parking is so hearing, but once you get 727-5000. For questions cona1
Howard
University,
they
the Whilman-Walker Clinic.
limited, you sometimes go for inside, ii only takes 10 min- cerning campus parking, call
may
gel
a
zoning
sticker
for
the
Twenty 01her AIDS/HIV orgathe 1icke1, bu1 you do not utes," said Felicia DeHaney, a the Campus Police at 806Howard University area."
niza1ions in D.C., Baltimore.
always want 10 pay it. You Howard student who received a 2000.
However.
the
director
of
Nor1hern
Virginia
and
should just go ahead and pay tickel that was incorrect. It was
Howard University parking
Suburban Maryland will
for it," she said.
corrected at the hearing.
receive money raised from
Aidswalk.
This year, Whitman-Walker
quently propped open by stu- they are frequently used by mal wallet contents. He carries
Clinic Inc. is celebraling its
Robbery, from A1
201h anniversary. The clinic
dents.
drug dealers 10 conduc1 their this walle1 and is prepared to
sonnel, who could not be
Both s1uden1s received a business, he said. He has taken hand it over 10 thieves. He
will expand by building 1he
reached a1 HILLTOP press
El izabe1h Taylor Medical
phone call from Dr. Favors, steps so 1ha1 1hese par1icular encourages s1udents 10 try 1his
lime, can see any ac1ivity wilhCen1er on 141h and R streets,
vice president for student phones will be removed from tactic, but emphasizes in all
in a certain range outside of the
N.W. The new clinic will have
affairs who called to make sure university property.
cases. "bo11om line, don' t
emergency exil.
chest X-ray equipment, larger
1hey were doing all right.
Dawson encourages s1u- resist."
Chief Lawrence Dawson,
exam rooms and a dental clinDawson added that the per- dents to be inside after 11 p.m.
Both Barney and Kennedy
Direc1or of University Security,
ic.
pelrators were probably "local He said. "If you must be out, feel 1ha1 Howard should be a
said 1he cameras have often
A1101hcr Whiunan-Walker
druggies" who would be diffi- travel with three or more peo- closed university like other colbeen tampered with by stuClinic projecl is for children.
cu It to apprehend. The pay pie." Dawson himself carries leges in high crime areas. "I
dents, and the audible alarm
Clinic workers are planning a
phones located on 6th Stree1 in with him a 'bogus' wallet used to feel really comfonable
was not functioning on the
volunteer-operated silting
fron1 of the stadium may be which contajns items of liule on campus, now I feel a lot less
emergency exit which is freroom designed for small chjl.
convenient for students. but value which appear to be nor- comfonable."Kennedy said.
dren waiting for their parents.
·•11 is from hard volunteer
Volunteer, from A 1
financial award."
This Congressional Black 10 earn money. This is an opporwork lhat has made Whitmansmall
s1ipend
and
basic
benefi1s
Paymcn1s
will
be
made
Caucus
member also comment- tunity 10 work in the community
Walker what it is today." said
Be1h Jones of Whitman- may be available. However. no direc1ly to educational institu- ed that good feeling and nice and receive funds."
Under 1he act, all participants
federal support will be provided tions, or 10 loan lenders in the hearts will not help the
Walker.
without
access 10 heallh insurfor
s1ipends.
case
of
par1icipan1s
with
outAmerican
children
achieve.
The Whi1man-Walker clinic
ance
will
receive health coverAl1hough
the
financial
standing
obligations.
Awards
"Demands
need
10
be
placed
on
s1ar1ed as a gay men's venereal
age.
In
addition,
chi ld care
disease clinic, which was part reward seems good on the sur• must be used within seven years local and state officials to make
assistance will be provided if
of the Washington D.C. Free face, Daanen Strachan. associ- of completion of a term of ser- sure the money allocated will be
ale director for Student vice.
used 10 better the education of needed.
Clinic. It now provides various
Ac1ivi1ies evaluated. "If you
Regarding Clinton's reform African-Americans
and
Senator Edward Kennedy,
health services 10 people of all
divide 1700 hours into the initjatives, David Jones, presi- Hispanics," Jones said.
chairman of the Senate
sexual orientations.
amount of the award which is dent of the Community Service
Belinda Lightfoo1-Watkins, Commi11ee on Labor and
The number of HIV/AIDS $4,725, the result is $2.77. This Sociely and directo r of director of Student Activities, is Human Resources, said,
infected cases in the D.C. area is below minimum wage. Why Communi1y Service in New hopeful that this act will be ben- "Working together and helping
is ra1ed as the fifth highest in would someone be paid less York, said, "I feel like dancing ~ficial for Howard. stu~ents. others is the essence of society.
the coun1ry, estimating 1hat than minimum wage for work- on the tables because of the calWe have had a decline m vol- We do not have 10 compel citi•
more 1han 40,000 people are ing 1700 hours? The hours put iber of the Clinton adminisira- untcensm. Many students do zens to serve their country. Now
in are definitely no1 worth the 1ion."
not vo lu~teer b~causc th_ey
HIV-positive.
spend their extra time working all we have to do is ask and provide the opportunity."

Students confront daily hazards
when parking around campus

Thousands join D.C .'s
'march' against AIDS
By Genea Luck
Hilltop Staff Writer

S1uden1s living in Suuon
Plaza and Eton Towers may
have no1iced hundreds of people marching and cheering
1hrough their neighborhood
last Salurday. Some may have
even followed. People from
across the me1ropolitan area
came out in 1he dreary, rainy
weather 10 join Aidswalk '93.
More than 30.000 people
got up early in 1he morning 10
get some exercise and 10 help
Whitman-Walker Clinic Inc.
raise more than S1.25 million
for HIV/AIDS care programs.
Regis1raiion began at 8 a.m.
a1 Freedom Plaza on 13th
S1ree1 and Penn sylvania
Avenue, N.W. Pledges were
collected and participants 1uming in pledge sheets received
T-shirts and buttons.
The march began al the
Ellipse near lhe White House
and continued through Logan
Circle. Duponl Circle. 1he
Whitman-Walker Clinic's main
facili1ies, Foggy Bouom and
George Washington University.
The route was approximately
JO kilome1ers long.
People of all races, ages and
sexual orientations held up
traffic around the White
House. Some marchers
cheered, bu1 many 1alked
among 1hemselves abou1 issues
concerning 1he gay and lesbian
communilies.
One of the marchers, who
was visiting a friend in the
Dis1rict. said the march around
the While House would let
President Clinton know that

\

Two Howard students robbed while sitting outside Cook Hall

Clinton's new volunteer program may benefit some colleges
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INTERNATION
Students tirged to fight
\ for einhargo's end
broaden awareness of the 30ycar-old economic embargo 1ha1
the United States imposed on
Howard University students the Caribbean nati on and 10
should write letters 10 major assess the impact of the U.S.
magazines and newspapers ask- Democracy Act of 1992, which
ing for the economic embargo was drafted by Congressman
against Cuba to be lifted, says Robert Torrichclli (D-N.J.),
Professor William Worthy of the s igned by former president
George Bush and later supp<>rtcd
Department of Journalism.
"StudentS and staff must seek by the Clinton Adminis1ra1ion.
to get the word out and keep the This act tighlencd lhe embargo
awareness alive on campus and by preventing ships enroute to
elsewhere," he stressed at an

By Myriam M. Joseph
Hilltop Staff Writer

l.--------------------' educationaVp0li1ical rally orgaPhoto by Omowale Elson

Engrossed in Jimoh Buraimoh paintings are (left) Terla Walker, Paula Mitchell and
Gabrielle Jullen at the Armour J. Blackburn Center.

Artist shares beauty .of
beadwork with Howard
By Omowale Elson

til:DpSWIWnter
An collcc1ors and en1hu.st:t,1,
are ,1ill 1alking aboul Nigerian
ani,1 Jimoh Burnimoh, whose
bead paintings epitomi?Cd 1hc
.-debrauon of ucsthctic fonn, creand unusual perception in
3n e,hibil al Armour J.
Bla.:kburn Ccnlcl' Gallery from
J~~ 16 until Aug. I.
For Robert.I Mcl..cod. director
of lh~ Blackbum Ccmer and an
art collcclor for 25 years,
·Jimoh's succ.:ss is the uniqucres., in which he use, gla,s bead5
create works of art. He literally
l:fllS wilh glas< l>emls about Ira·
wuoual ~ub3c.-r m.111er,;, bur he
has also come around to using the
medium to reflect contcmp<>rary

•U"''

life"

BuL McClcod pointed out, the

exhib ition "From a King's
Crown" wa.5 more than an expose
of the perfection of bead work.
the Yoruba culture and (itS) commitment 10 continue this tradition
of artistic expression. 'The exhibition also marked the 50th birthday of rhe painter and his 30th
year as a professional arti~t.
Buraimoh said of his artistic
choices: "Although I have
worked in different media over
the years, it is 1hc medium of
bead painting that I have most
fully explored. The bead paintings, such as those in this exhibition. arc in spired by beaded
crowns and regalia of the Oba
(Yoruha Kings),"
As explained by Buraimoh.
the beaded crown of an Oba is
the most important symbol of
Yoruba kingship. 1t denotes destiny, p0wer, authority and leader-

ship. Three of the crowns showcased last month were important
symbols of the worshippers of
Olokun, the god of the sea.
"The tradition of Yoruba bead·
work, as exemplified in these
crowns. has been very innuential
in my own creativity. Although
my bead paintings are not sacred
objects nor ritually sanctioned,
they do carry forward the rich
decorative, ornamental aspectS of
the beaded crowns," he said.
According 10 McClcod, most
of the pieces for this exhibition
were purchased by D.C.-area collectors, including herself and the
Howard community.
Those who did not purchase
admired. For instance, Gabnclle
Julian, a graduate student in m=
communications. said, "His worlc
is great. I just love those faces."

nized by the Intern ational
Students Association and the
Caribbean Students Association
last Friday at the Human
Ecology Auditorium.
He added: ''They arc groupings within establishment circles
that are calling for a changed
policy. Over the last severa l
months. the Washington Post,
the New York Times, the Los
Angele s Times. the Boston
Globe, and other major dailies
have all called for a changed
p01icy toward Cuba."
Worthy was joined on rhc
platform by Dr. Hilbourne
Watson, professor of political
science; Kendall Moore of D.C.
Hands-Off Cuba: Bernardo
Toscarno, third secretary of the
Cuban Interests Section: and
moderator Dr. John Cotman of
the
Political
Science
Department. Opening remarks
were given by Omowale Elson,
president of the ISA and Che
Keens-Douglas, president of the
Caribbean Students Association.
A solidarity message was given
from the All African People's
Revolutionary Party.
The rally was organized to

William Worthy
Cuba from using U.S. ports and
stopping U.S. companies from
conducting business with Cuba.
Trevor Golding. a senior
finance major. viewed the rally
as an important step on
Howard's campus in enlightening students because ''srudents
have pre-conceived nolions 1ha1
Cuba is a bad place when: the
communists live. This rally is 10
educarc them about Cuba."
But t-lilbournc Watson, a
poli1ical scientist. said the problem in Cuba is not communism.
The Cuban people are Jiving "so
well together." he said, that the
United States fear; socialism in
Cuba. He said the United States
ca nnor be comfortable with
itself until the revolution in

Cuba has collapsed.
"The U.S has a concept of
historical rule where they are
invincible because God has
made them born to rule and born
to lead. It is this historic imperialism that causes the U.S. 10
conri nue the embargo against
Cuba. The Cold War has come
to an end, yet the United States
continues to use the cold war
against Cuba. The United States
has not been successful in coercing the Cubans; maybe now they
will try to bribe the Cuban people," Watson said.
Tosca rno of the Cuban
Interests told his· audience how
Cubans were copi ng: "What
reall y is going on in Cuba
because of the embargo is 96
percent of trade in Cuba is food
and medicine, and 85 percent of
rrade with orher countries has
disappeared."
Despite the hardships, the
diplomat said, Cuba maintains
free education at all levels and
free medicine and medical care
for all its people. He said everyone is equa l and there is no
racism or prejudice.
According to Toscamo, an
outstanding achievement of the
revolution is in the health field,
where the cou ntry boasts an
infant mortality rate thar was
reduced from 10.7 per 1000 in
1991 10 10.2 in 1992, while
average li fe expectancy was
75.5. "So the Cubans must be
doing something right. " he said.
Kendall Moore, who visted
Cuba in July, said Cuban youth
asked youth in America not to
abandon them in this moment of
hardship.

Travel agents to promote the
African frontier in the District
By Gloria McFleld
Hilttop Staff Writer
Travel agentS from all over
the United States will be
given the opportunity to expe·
rience first-hand tourist attractions in Ghana next year, lhe
site of the 19th annual
Congress of the African
Travel Association.
This event was announced
Monday at the Howard
University Hotel after a one-
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South Afric:, In addition 10
displaying rhe rich cultural.
historical and aesthetic attributes of the African continent.
the representatives were able
10 counter many of the fallacies that exist rciarding Africa.
As Peaches of the local
Perfect Travel and Tours company commented: ··They have
come into the community (to)
let us know what they have to
offer. We 're beginning. to venture out. It was thought that

Africa had nothing to offer but
naked women and wild animals. This is a great opportunity."
An official of Ghana· s
Ministry of Tourism, Joel
Lonne. explained that Africa,
especially Ghana, has much to
otTer in terms of tourist attractions. Ghana. however. has
been working along the lines
of cco-tourism, that is, bird
and monkey ~anctuaries, and
virgin forests.

A GLANCE AROUND THE WORLD

Tanya K. Adams

: Any Hair Services.

dity trade ,bow at which several African travel companies
were present. The event not
only exposed the opportunities
for promoting tourist packages
10 Africa. but it also promot•
ed
representation in
Washington.
The association's trade
shol. introduced Africa a, a
new and interesting tourist
destination. Participants
included representatives from
Ghana, Zimbabwe, Kenya and

Honduras
Tegucigalpa - Last week
tropical storm Gert killed an
estimated 28 people in
Nicaragua and Honduras and
left more than 15,000 homeless. It gathered strength as it
moved out 10 sea in the direct ion of Belize and Mexico.
(Associated Press)
Germany
Bonn - Fury over the debate
10 move Germany's capita l
from Bonn in the west to
Berlin in the eas t increases.
One prevalent argument is the
huge cost Germany would
incur in moving the capital.
The Interior Ministry estimated that it could cost nearly $8
billion 10 rebuild the capital.
The Bonn Citizens Alliance, a

pressure group, protests mov- Thu rsday came on ly one week
ing the capita l as they fear before the International
there might be symbolic inter- Olympic Committee decides
pretations of a return to whether 10 award the 2000
Adolph Hitler's tradition. The Olympics 10 Be1Jmg or anoth•
decision 10 move the capital er city. Xuecan surmised,
was agreed upon in June 1991 "Perhaps I am usefu I to
by Germany's parliament with them:•
only the date left to be decided. This date should be deter- Haiti
Port-Au-Prince - The swearmined in the coming weeks.
ing-in ceremony held on Sept.
17 for the new foreign minisChina
ter,
Claudelle Werleigh. was
Beijing - Wu Xuecan, a former newspaper editor i mpris- disrupted when about I 00
oned for participating in the demonstra tors rushed in
1989 pro-democracy move- scream ing slogans against
ment who was released last U.N. efforts to restore ousted
week, is cynical abou t hi s President Jean-Bertrand
early freedom. He was due to Aristide. Pr ime Minister
be released in December. Robert Malva), an a ll y of
Authorities instead informed Aristi de, was forced to postXuecan in July that he would pone rhc ceremony for about
be released three months ear- an hour. Witnesses noted that
lie r, though no explan ation the regular police and soldiers
was offered. His release last in auendancc at the ceremony

did nothin g to s top the
advance of the demonstrators.
There were no reports of
injury.
Ivory Coast
Abidjan - Under the ruling
of the Nigerian inrerim gove rnmen t, the
Nationa l
Elec rora l Co mmi ssion set
Feb. 19. 1994, as the date for
a new president ial election.
Last June's election resu lted
in riots when the outcome was
annulled . The new election
date signifies Nigeria's fifth
a11cmp1 10 return to democratic rule si nee General Ibrahim
Babangida seized power eight
years ago. Officials of the
Social Democratic Party,
whose can didate, Moshood
Abiola, is widely considered
10 be 1he winner of the June
12 election s, have agreed to
the new date.
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'Jv{JSS .91.2{,'13 .919{7) SCI'E'l{.C'£5 P.9l(j'E.9l'l{.'T1993

$7.50/HR.
TO START
$ 9.00/HR.

<JIJICS:J,4'11, SC/J<JC,J,/./IC/l .28, 1993
7:30 /J,J,/
(!fl,4,J,t<J&h ,4IJl:J.1<J&R.11H,J,/
,/ f.00

(INCLUDING TUITION REIMBURSEMENT)

RC(!C/J<J.1t:Jh <Jt:J tl/t:J.P.Pt:J'lfl

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS :
EVENING SHIFTS 1PM-6PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
15-20 HRS PER WEEK
ADVANCEMENT POSSIBLE
STEPPING STONE TO CAREER OPPORTUNITY AFTER GRADUATION

APPLY IN PERSON:
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM
6510 VIRGIN IA MANOR ROAD
BELTSVILLE, MD 20705
(301) 210-3622
5470 LAFAYETTE PLACE
HYATTSVILLE, MD 20781
(301)
864-8011

..

821 S. PICKETT STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304
(703) 370-7908
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WhatWi Ido?

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT
MAYO FOUNDATION HOSPITALS·
ROCHESTER, MN
Here is your oppor1un i1y to work al Ma~o Medical Center for
the summer.
Summer Ill is a paid, supervised hospital work experience al
Saint Ma rys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, both
par! or Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Mi nnesota.
You are eligible for Summer Ill afler your junior year o r a four
year baccalaureate nursing program. It includes experience
on med ical and surgical nursing units or in operating rooms.

Application Deadline: December I, 1993.
For more information contact:

Mayo Medical Center
Nursing Recruitment
P.O. Box 6057
Rochester, Minn=1a 55903
1-800-247-8590
~ yo FoundJ.tion" .in

af1,11NIW('- .)(hon .and t-qu.il ('l)l)mhJM'1 f'd!JlJ\Of .md ~ t ' I '
A smok,, f1tt In~! M1on

Slbea Lewis, Florida A&M graduate.

Cmluat,on is J hilt step. You \\JOI to u-.c your
,kill, ,n J \\J)" that c.tn rcJll) make a dofTercn,e
- for your mmpanr and your future

A Day At Monsanto

.,. rat's tt1 "'.:la"to

Q•

\\ c produce ,nnO\atl\C rroou(I, ran~,ng from
' f""lJh)' ,hcm,c.tl, and lther, 10 Jl(ntUltur.d
chcm,cal, and Jniflaal s\\..etencr, 10 hfccnhancin!( ph.trmaCt:uttcah \\·c do II 11loh.tll\ " 1th J-t.000 IJkntt><l profo,,ionab and one of
1hc ondu,lr) , IJl')tcst rese-Jn:h hudl(<:ls And \\C
do ,1" ,th J conS<:oence, ~lon,Jnto ma,nmn, a
number of maior progr.t1m to henefil our en,,.
mnmcnt and the ,-ommumttc, "" sh.trc .

Ito" \\oukt you dt"5..:nbe,oun)pKal c.lJ\~

ll'ha1 do )OU do'

A•

F1N ol ,11, 1h<1c, n<Ah1ng t)P"-JI. I ""'k
\\ ith a. tt:Jm or i:ngint.'l-r--. JU ,tt.iriOA, r.:,(X)n,thtltt~ for
~fl1)•, rrunufactunOjt, mJj01Cf\lnct'. hu,1ne~, prodUt·
1n11y, <'<n cqu,pmem c,k•,ogn So there, J lot 10 do
- 11 ne, t'I' fte<' ruu11ne '" mundJne ll.mully. I
spend the dJy U\lng mi kno" ledge to find heu,r
.. , >todo thong, rm .1 problem solrer •

a•

Wh.1t", the cn,tronment liJtc> I, 11 w)u1 )OU

expooed'

A•

If, Hf\ u:.1m ork·ntt·d !,<,, whilt: I might
concentrJte on the are.tor ,,1fet). ,here Jre ochers
" ho offer helpful ,dc-:1, and idvice. It, J rdrnng
auno<phcrc of ,hared ,uppoo Jnd re,p"·t. 11,ke th,n

THIS SPACE
COULD BE YOl:JRS!

I Man<oJ out''"" mtern"' I knc" "h.1110 exp«t
~

•>

majord~Tcrcnn· 1-., n1,,, I hl\C ~Jl re,1xm,.1hil•

E1erytl11ng Hlo ,, rdk<110,11l me

Q•

\\'ha1 ;idvKc would \Oo offer 'iORk:Olle jusc
rnterini,t thl' workfom:)
•

\\fot ,houlJ you do' Wntc II> u, ,ll \lon,anto
C,>1npan), The rheminl Group. l ni, cM\
Rd.1tion, and Profc"iorul St.1ffini; !iOO \
L,ndbcl!(h Bl,d, SL Loui,, MO 6.,16"

A•

"Oon't count on luck and chantt Sfl<'nd tome
looking al all 1he ~ companies, then choose one
th•t <l<!hvtrs "hlt they proml-..:. Personally, I \\anted
, compani that could let me nuke hi)t ,11ides early

on in mv (lr1..-er, one th;n \\'ot1ld li\len to my idea,
and JIii e me the ,h.1nce to take a fewmks I found
whJ1 I \\ ,tnted an<l 1mrt• -

Armstead at 806-6868,

If \OU re about 10 c.tm almo,-1JO) t) pc ol cng,nt't'nng 11r'<.1encc deitttt, or J de!(ree ,n
flnant't', .trcounting or hu'1n6', find out ho" 1u
n1Jke J difTeren,·e a Mon,.tnto. \\'e re" ard
ach,e, cr.- mnov.ttor, " ho \\Ork \\Cll on lt':1m,
and .trcn·t afr.tid to ask challen!(mit quc,uon, with ., , Jnt1)' of proj(r.im, l<> help l "" .1d1 .tn«·
pcr-on.tllv an<l profc,s10nall)

;11 \t;)n~tOIO

Sibt.'tl l.euu. a Pmtlmliou fnRftk1.'r u,1b 1beQJ('m1c.al

G'roup ofMon.'ill1llO, n~l'fl\'J hl•r BS ,lt'grEV 111
Cbt,m,cal E11,R1ttt.\-rl11x. m /99J

Monsanto
Innovation and S1reng1h·
In our Products and in our Careers
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TO ALL STUDENTS AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC

AUDITION
A film 3bout the 3dvcn1un:s of Alncan-Amencan males in 1here quest to relate 10 Arriean-Amenean females.
Hov.3td Men have coined 30d perfected the,r own ind" •dual method. manner. Jnd me3ns of approoching these
Beauuful Pnneesscs. The manner of approach which depends on the pcr,on ( mal¢ Jnd female physical aunbuies).
specific snuauon. social atmO)phcrc, male Jnd/or lemak·, manncn\m. or tllecomb1muion o(bolh the mate and female
' 'story.'
..,, ,
person3J1ues, has .....
\}\;~omc Jn integral PJ.tl of lhe campu\ social hfc .1.., depicted m thtS

EM PIRE ENT ERTAINMENT
A HANSOLO FILMWORK
1-loward University based film

·

i, •

,

AUDITION for MAIN and MAJO R C HARACTERS, EXTRAS, SPECIAL
TALENTS and SKILLS, DANCERS, SINGERS, RAPPERS, GROUPS, ETC.

FRIDAYcs) 9AM-3PM,

SEPT. 24 & OCT. 1

ATTENTION!
ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
THIS YEAR'S HU STUDENT LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE WILL BE HELD ON
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1993 IH
THE ARMOR J , BLACKBURN CENTER AUDITORIUM
FOCUS FOR THIS YEAR'S CONFERENCE:
"CREATING A HIGH PERFORMANCE TEAM IN YOUR
ORGANIZA T ION,"
TOPICS:
-PARTICIPATORY LEADERSHIP
-CONDUCTING EFFECTIVE MEETINGS
-EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
- MISSION BUILDING
UPOH RECEIPT OF AH INVITATION, RSVP ASAP,
-YOUR PARTICIPATION IS ENCOURAGED,
SPONSORED BY THE HU STUDENT CLUSTER,
FOR MORE INFO.. PLEASE CALL 865-8723,

BLACKBURN AUDITORIUM, H.U.
INFO. {202) 773-0805
AUDITION AND BIO APPLICATION: 1.00 W/ H.U. ID, 2.00 GEN.
BRING YOUR BIO. HEAD SHOT AND PORTFOLIO IF YOU HAVE ONE.
0~ THE S1'()T HEAD SHOT TAKEN FOR 5.00. BE THERE. COME AS YOU ARE
A 'II OPPO RT UNITY YO U HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR.
Special thanks 10 H U.S.A

Firing of Math teacher
sparks controversy over
department policies
~ ,cher.

from A 1

a.oo )I) percent.
On \ la) 4. in another memorandum, Booker was advised by
Leslie 10 give a grade of D, instead of F, lo those students whose
performance he found inadequate.
Adeboye had no comment about the situation, but he did say
lh3t he never signed the May 4 memorandum, which was
anonymously submitted to The HILLTOP with letters and memorandums from Booker, Leslie and James Joseph. a senior membtr of lite tenured faculty in the math depanment.
After a series of meetings with the math chainnan, Booker
still refused to change the grades. On July I. Leslie infonned
Booker that his contract wou Id not be renewed for the 19931994 academic year.
··He threatened my job, and as a result carried out that threat
., 10 releasing my job,'" Booker said.
Booker said that Lee had the students retroactively withdta11 n from the math course and the students were allowed to
complete it in the summer at no expense.
A,sociale Dean Charles Jannon of the College of Arts and
Sciences spoke vaguely about the incident.
"No insll'llctor ha, been fired because of failure to change
gJ1dcs. Nothing else about an in,tructor's contract can be said,"'
Jarmon said.
Chainnan Leslie was not available for comment.
"Mr. Booker was hired on Aug. I. 1992 and was tenninated
oo May 31. 1993. He signed a one-year contract and carried oul
lha1 contract," said Vice President of Academic Affairs Joyce
Ladner.
Ladner said she could not comment about why Booker was
asked to change the grades.
'That is a (Math) departmental issue which I can nol respond
to:· Ladner said.
Booker"s allegations that he was not rehired by Leslie
because of their disagreement has raised more than a few math
facuhy eyebrows.
Joseph, who is also a Howard alumnus. said this issue should
b.!'explained clearly to the faculty and students.
"I saw the Icuers [Booker and Leslie had written] and it
made me very upset," Joseph said. "This is a serious issue. Not
only is it unfair lO the students, but facully doesn't know the
guidelines."
Joseph has wrinen two memos concerning Booker's situation
lO Leslie, but he said he has not received an explanatory
rti,ponse.
The professor said that if there is no reasonable explanation
for not renewing Booker's contract, then the chairman should
apologize and offer to rehire Booker.
Booker expressed an interest in returning to work as a fulltime professor and said his numerous summer inquiries about
reappoinunent have been mel with liule or no respons~- ~e .
itres~ed the need to resolve this issue and uncover the 1n1usuce
he feels has ocen dealt not only to himself, but lo the s1udems
and focuhy of the entire university.
"This issue is extremely critical. ll strikes to the heart of the
integrity of the whole university," Booker said.

0

0

Delta Flight Pack. 8 one-,vay tickets for under $53 each.
There's nothing like com ing home to the
warmth of your family. Not to mention the
warmth of your family's dryer.
Well, the Delta Flight Pack'" makes i1
affordable for you to come home as often as
you want. You can no1v get a book of eight
one-way tickets for only S419. That's under
$53 a ticket. Or you can gel a book of four
one-way tickets for only $229. That's under
$58 a 1icke1.
Use them lo travel between New York's
LaGuardia Airport and Washing1on
D.C:s National Airpon, or New York and

Boston's Logan Airport.
Flight Pack tickets are good t--londay 1hru
Friday, 10:30 a.m . lo 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.111.
10 9:JO p.m. On Saturdays and Sundays you
can use them anytime you want. What's
more, the Flight Pack is good for a full year.
And jusl by enrolling in Delta's Frequenl
Flyer program you'll accumulat.- valuable
mileage for fu ture 1ravel.
For more informa tion call )'Ottr travel.
agent or Delta al 1-800-221 • l 212. And
before you know it, you'll have whiter whiles
and bluer blue,.

A .DELTA SHUITIE~t.
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scriptwiter, playwrite, ~~great African-American novelist?

Are YOl:J an

WRITE IT DOWN!
TYPE IT UP!
SEN,D IT IN!

COME JOIN OUR STAFF!!! THE HILLTOP IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR WRITERS, ARTISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS AND IDEAS. READ BELOW FOR THE SECTION THAT INTERESTS YOU.
PAGE EDITOR

MEETING TIME

CAMPUS

Portia Bruner

TEMPO
SPORTS

Valarie Williams
Monica Lewis

PULSE
INTERNAT'L
COMICS
LOCAL
PHOTO

Michael Browne
Omowale Elson
Vladimir Leveque
Ayoka Campbell
Chuck Emory

OFFICE PHONE

Mondays at 5:30 p.m.
Fridays at 4 p.m.

806-4721
806-4736

Mondays at 5 p.m.

806-4726

Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
Fridays at 6 p.m.
Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
Sundays at 5 p.m.
Thursdays at 6 p.in.

806-4736
806-4745
806-4732
806-4745
806-4732

The HILLTOP is open Monday through Friday 9-7 p.m. For more information call 806-6866.
Deadlines for advertisements are FRIDAYS at 5 p.m. For information on rates call the Hilltop Business office at
806-6868 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
HILLTOPICS deadline is MONDAYS at 5 p.m.
Commentaries and letters to the editor should be submitted to the Editorial Editor at 2251 Sherman Ave. NW
(Howard Plaza Towers West) at least one week before they you want them to run. For more information call
806-4745. And always remember:
SUBSCRIBE

TO THE

HILLTOP!!!
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Howard grad takes to screen/B2
You could be Mr. Loverman/B3

People/B2
Sports/BS
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Marshall, Rayceen and M kal ( pictured from
left to right), are members of the group,
Gangster Queens With Attitudes.

'Supermodel' RuPaul
'works it' hard at UDC
By Valarie WIiiiams
Hilltop Staff Writer

"We want R uPaul, w e want
RuPaul, we want RuPaul..."
It was approximately 9:25 p.m., Friday, Sept. 17. and
hands were clapping and feet were stomping. But this join1
was not jumping ... yet.
The Barbie doll-figured star of the show had yet to make
his well-awaited appearance. But the cries for the
"Supermodel of the World" were bouncing off the walls and
echoing throughout the University of the District of
Columbia's gymnasium.
It was another half hour before RuPaul's fans. some of
whom were dressed in drag (women's clothing). glimpsed the
6'7" diva. They wore masquerade masks shielding their eyes
and identities.
The crowd went wild once RuPaul, adorned in a shimmering silver bodysuit and matching heels, pounced upon the
stage. They cheered, screamed and sang along. no longer angry
that RuPaul was two hours late.
With legs as long as palm u-ees, skin as smooth and creamy as a
caramel Sugar Daddy and a big blonde wig, RuPaul sang three of
the songs from his CD, Supermodel of the World: "Back to my
roots," "House of love" and "Supermodel. you better work.''
RuPaul interspersed dialogue between his songs and delivered
a very powerful message.
" ... Ladies and gentlemen, learn how to love yourself. Learn
how to love yourself because if you don't love yourself, how are
you going 10 love somebody else? Can I get an Amen in here?" he
asked.
The crowd was in full agreement and retorted "Amen."
Ru Paul knows personally the power of love.
"Love can move mountains ... the day I started loving myself,
that was the day I got my record contract," RuPnul said with altitude, balling eyelashes coated with tons of mascara.
RuPaul did more than just entertain a throng of devoted fans;
he preached as well.
"It's in to be gay in the 90s and if you're not gay, it's in to be
whatever you want to be. That's what it's all about. You children
can do whatever you want 10 do as long as you ain't hurting nobody
else ...

"I feel like I'm more than a supermodel, I'm a god----n role model,"
the diva said with confidence.
And Kevin Homich, a fan of
RuPaul's for the past two years,
agrees.
1
"t have a lot of respect for
what he does and for what he stands
for... .I think he has a lot going for
the gay community. I think he's
more than just a trend. Ru Paul definitely says a statement that it's okay
to be yourself, that it's okay to be
whoever you want 10 be," Homich
said.
RuPaul's final number.
"Supermodel, you belier work,"
was perhaps the best received and most entertaining.
The makeshift stage became his runway as his lyrics influenced
his movements. He turned to the left and turned to the right as he
sang those same words.
Although Ru Paul's fans were disappointed with the brevity of
his performance, they, nonetheless, enjoyed the concert.
"I thought it was pretty good on a small scale. It was smaller
than what I thought it was going to be, but it was pretty good. It was
still entertaining. She had a lot of energy and the crowd loved her,"
Clarence Magwood said.
Robin S performed next. She was initially supposed to be one
of the opening acts for RuPaul, but she changed her flight at tre last
minute, and when she arrived at Bal timore-Washington
International Airport, her limousine was nowhere to be found. The
limousine had gone 10 Washington National Airport instead. This
was the reason for the concert's late start.
Gangster Queens with Altitudes, a male trio from the D.C.
area, kept the crowd entertained in the meantime with songs from
their upcoming album, "Camera Shy."
They 100, like Ru Paul, dramatized their lyrics onstage.
"Are you trying to seduce me? What is seduction?" And as the
Gangster Queens sang these lyrics, there was no mistaking what
seduction was, for they vividly acted out sexual scenarios right
before the eyes of a somewhat expectant, yet gratified audience.
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Bison QB Injured and iffy/BS
Your poems and art/86 and

Pulse/B3
Hllltopics/81 o
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PEOPLE
Fr<>II1 f<>e>tba.11 t<> hip-h<>p ...
•

Ex-Bison scores touchdoUJn zn television
By Shonda L. Huery
Hilltop Slaff Writer
Not many of Howard's football players would give up an
opportunity to try out for the
Kansas City Chiefs, bu1 Ryan
Heathcock did.
As a no1ed running back for
1he Howard squad, Heathcock
was a player des1ined for s1ardom. Yet, his stardom would
not come from 1he football
field. bul from the 1elevision
screen.
When Heathcock dreamed
1ha1 one day he would be on
television, he never though! it
would happen so soon. After
graduation 1his past May.
Hea1hcock was asked 10 be a
correspondent
for
the
acclaimed
"Ebony/ Jet
Showcase."
"II all just happened so
fas1," Heathcock said. Las!
spring, while "Ebony/ Je1
Showcase" was cove ring a
show on Shai, Heathcock was
introduced 10 the producers of
the show. "I had no intentions
of obtaining a job. I only wanted 10 talk about the industry,"
he said.
Weeks went by after
Heathcock's first acquaintance
with the producers of ''Ebony/
Jet Showcase." He though1
nothing of meeting them. But
li1tle did he know that he was

the guy that they were looking
for to host the show's new hiphop segment.
Heathcock was contacted by
the producers of the show, who
asked him to send in a videotape of himself. On the spur of
the moment, he contacted
Professor Lamoni Gonzales in
the radio/television/film depanmen1 and asked him for help in
preparing a video.
"Mr. Gonzales is like my
TV dad. He is always there
when I need him,'' Heathcock
said.
Heathcock believes that
Howard should be commended
for having some of the grea1e,t
facu lty members in the world.
"Mr. Gonzales and I prepared a video of basically
clowning in front of the camera," Hea1hcock said. The
radio/TV/film graduate then
sen1 in his finished product.
Only 1wo weeks after
Hea1hcock sent in his video, he
received a congratulatory letter
explaining 1ha1 he was chosen
to be a new correspondent for
"Ebony Jet Showcase."
Heathcock was forced to
choose between trying out for
the Kansas Ci1y Chiefs or
working for "Ebony/Jet
Showcase." As a radio/TV/film
major. Heathcock had always
had his mind set on the entertainment industry, so his choice

Vital Statistics
Name: Ryan Heathcock
Hometown: Richmond, Va.
Profession: Correspondent for "Ebony I Jet
Showcase~
Personal Motto: "I can do all things through
Christ, which strengthens me."
was not a difficult one.
As a correspondent, he communicates with the hip-ttop
industry. Since he began in
May, he has interviewed such
acclaimed artists as L.L. Cool
J, KRS-1. Prince Markie 0,
Lords of the Underground,
James Earl Jones and a host of
other~.
Heathcock's first project
was on location a1 the making
of the new Ma11ie Rich movie
"The Ink Well." There, he
interviewed Jada Pinkct, who
recently starred in "Menace II
Society" and was a regular on

"A Different World."
One would wonder how a
recent 1993 graduate of
Howard could have acclaimed
such esteem in such a short
period of 1ime. Heathcock
believes tha1 it is just his time.
"As a kid, one visualizes
that miraculous game. Only
three seconds left...and you
have the last sho1 to win the
game. 5-4-3-2-1. You make the
shot and your team wins,"
Heathcock said.
''That explains bow I feel."
he said. This time, Heathcock
feels he made the right shot at

the right time. He always knew
he would do i1, but he just
hadn't had the right opportuni•
ty. "Ebony/ Jet Showcase" has
provided that opportunity for
him.
When Heathcock was
young, his mother instilled in
him the value of determination.
His mother worked three jobs,
so he didn't spend much time
with her.
He feels that there was not
much bonding between him
and his mother. Yet, he gives
credit to her for molding him
into what he is today.
Heathcock best sums up his
character as being rather shy.
Despite his newfound popularity, Heathcock was never really
outgoing as a child. "I was a
loner, and l bad only a few
friends," he said.
Nor did he have a girlfriend
when he was young. "In fact,"
Heathcock said, "a girl beat me
in arm wrestling." He goes on
to say, "l was a true Mr. Nice
Guy."
Yet, when Heathcock gets
in front of the camera, be takes
on a whole new attitude.
Heathcock feels that he is
very blessed. With excitement
in his voice, he says. "The
whole thing is definitely a m.iracle." Spirituality has always
been a part of him. Heathcock
gives credit to God for every-

thing in his life.
Heathcock's younger brother, Virgil, is a freshman at
Howard, and according to
Heathcock, Virgil serves as his
spiritual advisor.
"My little brother acts like a
preacher. He's always giving
me scriptures 10 read and
encouragi ng me," Heathcock

said.
Heathcock lives by the
Scripture "I can do all things
through Christ, which strength-

ens me."
He advises others who are
interested in his field to always
take advantage of opponunities
that may come. "You must also
be persistent and ready when
your time comes," Heathcock
said.
His future plans include one
day hosting his own television
show. But as of now,
Heathcock is enjoying his present day luxuries, which
include traveling all over the
nation, meeting celebrities and
being able to keep all the
clothes he's given.
What his future with the
Chiefs would have been like,
no one knows. But one thing's
for sure. Heathcock definitely
feels be has made the 10uchdown of his life.
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It's a prt:[lllid long distant-e ,~1rd. So nolxxl) l:tll nu rnu oll. \nd 1h,· ,.1rd tell, ,ou ho,, 111udi ,ou
have left every time you uSI: i1. From :tn} phone. An\'\\ hen:. llw dor111 p,1,phon,•. Your fri,·nd<
home phone. Just hc-Jd to the rnmpu, h<X>biofl' and (lll ~ up .1 ld.:Lifl' c1rd .\nd lrn)!,·t :1hout
t.mymg change. llet~US(; you don't n,'\.·d :Ill) It\ \\h,11 ,011 ,.1ll .1 111a~>r impro,1:111,·nt ~>,,·r \';illm~
wllett or using a calling t~1rd.
7 I Fu:w
Available at: Howard University Book Store, Tubman Ouadrangle, 2401 4th St., NW
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With Visa• you'll be accepted at more than 10 million
places. nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be7

ia.
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Vertical Hold and The Ritz make perfect combination

Shown above: "Vertical Hold" members Willie Bruno,
Angie Stone and David Bright.
By Erica Kennedy
H ltop Staff Wntor

If you're just cruising
through 0.C. and happen to roll
down E Street, you might not
notice The Ritz nightclub nell.l
10 McDonald', because it is

overshadowed by The Hard
Rock Cafe. But to Howard stu•
dents. The Ritz is one of the
hottest spots in D.C., and last
week. Vcn:ical Ho'd became one
of the many celebrities 10 make
a pit-stop at the club.

"Because of our strong
management skills, our
clientele has been progressive and consistent," Frank
Asbury, The Ritz general
manager and club director,
said.
The Ritz, which has four
levels and five dance floors,
provides 27 ,()()().square-feet
of pure funk. Because of the
club's many levels and
dance floors, the only disappointment is not having
enough energy to groove on
all of them.
There is a dance floor
for music to,•ers of all
kinds, making variety the
norm. In the jazz room,
tables are dressed in burgundy tablecloths, candles
and flowers ,it under dim
lights and billiard tables are
waiting to be challenged.
The Ritz attracts customers
from near and far. Kim
Caldwell. a 27-year-old MCI
Telecommunications employee.
traveled from Baltimore to be
part of the happening scene.
''This is my first time here,
but I've heard that it's one of

the nicest clubs in Washington
with lots of variety," the
Howard alumna said.
Sid Paskel, a 39-year-old
marketing manager in the D.C.
area, couldn't agree more, as he
swayed to the smooth sounds of
jazz by the Trout Harrison
Quintet. "I like it because it's
black-owned and because of the
variety of floors and music, just
in case your mood changes,"
Paskel said.
Many Howard srudents, such
as Michele Marsh, a senior
human development major from
Bronx, N.Y., also choose The
Ritz. "It's a little more sophisticated than Howard parties and
there are generally no fights,"
Marsh said.
Performers such as Brenda
Rus,ell, Diane Reeves, Eddie
Murphy, Sinbad, Lords of the
Underground, Chante Moore,
Jade and $WV have graced the
club's floors. "Live entenainment is good for business,"
Asbury said. He plans to have
live acts appear every weekend.
including Super Cat, Jomanda
and Shanice Wilson.
When A&M recording artists

Vertical Hold visited the Ritz
Sept. 16, they introduced their
new single, "A.S.A.P." The trio
met in a recording studio in
New York eight years ago, and
members hail from New York
and South Carolina. The group
consists of Willie Bruno (keyboards/percussion), David
Bright (keyboards/violin) and
Angie Stone (lead vocals/saxophone).
Compared to such recording
an:ists as Soul ll Soul and Loose
Ends. Ven:ical Hold is holding
down a strong spot on the charts
with their first hit single,
"Seems You're Much too
Busy."
"Because everybody was
doing hip-hop, we thought our
sound was a fresh change of
pace. Because anytime a chaoge
is made, good or bad, the difference makes people gravitate
toward it." Stone said.
Although sometimes com•
pared to Loose Ends. Stone
thinks differently. "(Loose
Ends) is similar 10 what we're
about."
Group member Bright. a
force behind B-Right

Productions, explains, "We're
very in tune with rap music, but
we just didn't want to come out
with that style." He said the
group would love to work with
Tony, Toni, Tone; Take 6; and
Earth Wind and Fire's Maurice
White.
And with a sound so smooth
and funky as theirs, Ven:ical
Hold's future is looking bright.
The group created their name
from a single currently on the
album. Bruno admits to finding
the name, Ven:ical Hold,
"catchy." Besides participating
in the group, Bruno produces
new acts including Terry Taylor,
Game Boyz and Nasty African.
Giving The Ritz a taste of
their sultry R&B sound, Vertical
Hold rocked the crowed with
their jumping single "A.S.A.P"
and brought lovers closer
together with fresh ballads. The
big hit of the evening came
when Ven:ical Hold perfonned
their chart-busting single
"Seems You're Much Too
Busy" to an energetic crowd,
who demanded an encore per•
formance of the song.

Howard's HanSolo stages plans eef Jweel Sweetn 111eei /{weet S
for more than just parties
The logo for Empire
Entenairurent, which displays a black panther lung•
When Hans O'fulue. bener
ing through a brick wall,
krlown as HanSolo, hosted a house depias Han&>lo's aggresimtY lxlck in 1988. re becaire the
sive natwe.
new ''polty thrower'' on Howard
"I'm very innovative,
Unilc:r,t0; \ ranlfUi..
· ~ a n d r bke-tudo.,.ft.......,.........,.,
•·1 started on carnr-is in '88. and
things that arc out of the
acoople of people came tO my
oro.inary," Hans admitted.
lnlSC fa a house party to have a
HanSolo's energy
t'(XlCI rim:. and they didn't want to
enabled him to organize and
lea,e," HanSolo -;aid
promoce his biggest event.
He added ''There was a demand the Wesley Snipes/Allen
fttme to throw pwties but.J was
Payne jam with special
tight on funds. .. My house was not guesisJodeci and Boyz n
lig enough. so I walked around
Men during Ho,oocoming
Promoter HanSolo
mn looking fa a spot"
of 1991.
He said he initially came up with
The spa he found turned into
By using the experience and
the ~oryline idea after lb;tening to
Th! B:l.-.emcnt, a club that ha:;
knowledge he has gained. Hans
the weak lines men used when they
IJO'en popular for many stlldents.
anticiixues owning an enttttainHansSolo admi~ that the first
m:nt empire and hopes 10 prom0(e anempted 10 talk with females at his
pwties.
<niple of pwties at The Basem:nt
fights, cona:,ts, shows and record
HanSolo intends 10 shoot the
v.m11't ~However.as his pop- labels.
movie on Howard's campus. on
ularity grev.•. the events he ooooli·
HanSolo is well on his way to
Georgia
Avenue and in local clubs,
n.1ll:d gained popularity also.
accomplishing his goals with "Mr.
and
he
plans
to release the movie
~ g the spring of 1991. he
Lovermen." a comic documentary
during Homecoming 1994. The
ccg;ini1.ed a sua:essful Black Ans
created and written by him
funding for the movie will be proFalhion show. "Due 10 my promoThe film focuses on the probvided by Hans. investors. col·
licml ability and i,X)pUlarity, close
len"t> wo,ren have with men. In
leagues
and wrporate sponsors.
to500people showed up. and in
"Mr. Lovennen.'' there are five dif.
HanSolo
says he is looking for a
the Homecoming show, they had
feient Howard m:n who are trying
beautiful, intelligent. responsive,
~230poople.'' HanSolosaid
to "get with" Sweet, an intelligent
brave. cool-headed woman 10 play
"So many people showed up
and a11raClive new tranSfer student
the lead.
recause they knew who was doing to the University.
HanSolo stressed that he wants
11."
According to HanSolo, a loverto
showcase
anyone with special
Hans fearures the majority of his man is a male who has ''mastered"
talents: singers, dancers, rappers,
e\'Cllb in D.C.. but he does branch
his approach to a female. The
group&.
poets and othets.
rut into Maryland and Virginia as
approaches of the five Mr.
For anyone intereSted in audi•
\lell,
Lovennen range from being polite
tioning,
come to the Annour J.
Thi, 24-)ear-old 1992 Howrud
and sv.-eet to blalant and rude.
Blackbum
Center Auditorium on
groouaie, from Victoria Island.
Han.Solo said the movie will be
Lagos Nigeria. is new the c,cecutive successful because it promotes hav- Sept. 24 and Oct I from 9 am. to 3
p.m. For information. cal' (202)
prowcer and !X'()l110tel' for Empire ing fun and depiC{S social COO·
773-0805.
F.nteitlimrent
sciousness.

. sour

Dear Sweet-n-Sour,
I am a 19-year-oldjuniorin
the School of Communications.
In one of my classes, there are
two young white men. I am not
prejudiced and I have no problem with them being in the
class. My problem is that they
constantly voice opinions about
African-American issues that
are beyond their scope of under•
standing. For example, last
week one of them said that
black people should get over
slavery because white people
put the past behind them. He
also said that whites have gone
through things just as bad
because whites were acrually
the first slaves when the
Romans were conquered and
enslaved. I really want to school
these two young men, but I
don ·1 want 10 seem "angry," as
African-Americans are often
stereotyped. Help!

I
-Colorstruck

Dear·Colorstruck,
There is nothing wrong with
you telling them how you feel.
Feelings associated with race
are very strong because they
reflect the inner you and they
describe your identity. You can
approach them in such a way
that you will not appear
"angry." After class, why don't
you suggest that the three of
you study together, and on that
occasion, tell them your views
and tell them that it hurts yo11

when they try to relate to being
African-American. Ask them
how they would feel if you
made remarks about how white
people should feel and what
they should think and do. 1f
these classmates of yours don't
see the light, then don't mind
them in class and chalk them up
in your mind as ignorant fruit•
cakes.

guy who she knows has a girl·
friend?

-Fairweather friend

Dear Fairweather,
I don't know why you call
yourself fairweather friend. I
don't think you did anything
wrong. I can understand if your
friend doesn't want to tell you
everything about another of her
friends because she could be
-Sweet
breaching his confidence. But
she should NOT be trying to fix
Dear Sweet-n.Sour,
1 am a junior in the College you up with someone who she
knows has a girlfriend. She
of Fine A11s and my problem is
should
not even suggest that
this: One of my supposed best
you get to know a guy better
friends told me about this guy
who she knows has a girlfriend.
who she said wanted to talk to
Now after being twice stung
me. She urged me to meet him,
like that, Sour would just never
and the next time she saw me
trust her again, but you don't
she asked me how everything
have to be as extreme as me.
went. I didn't fall in love or
anything, which is a good thing. Tell her how you feel and just
don't take her man "sugges•
because he has a girlfriend, and
tions" seriously. Because
my friend knew it 311 along. I
you're right. A friend doesn't
fou.1d out about the girlfriend
set
her friends up to get hun!
by accident; my friend was not
going to tell me! This happened
--Sour
once before when she told me
that one of her friends wanted to
talk to me. This guy talked real
To hear what Sweet-n-Sour
smooth and he told me how he
had just broken up with his girl- have to say about your dilem•
friend. Once again I was lucky I ma, write a letter and drop it off
at 2251 Sherman Ave., N.W. Or
didn't fall in love with him
because my friend knew that he leave it in The HlLLTOP mail
had a girlfriend too. I found out box in room I I 7 in Blackbum
(Srudent Activities Office). All
about his girlfriend by accident
opinions expressed do not nee•
too. Is something wrong with
cssarily
reflect the views of The
me because I think a friend
HILLTOP.
doesn't try to fix you up with a

'Cool Running' bares heart,and soul of athletics
By Shahnaaz Davidson
Hilltop Staff Wnter

Based on the true story of the first
Jamaican bobsled team, "Cool
Running" takes viewers on a funfilled, spicy voyage complete with
reggae music and wann scenes from
the tiny tropical island of Jamaica to
the icy slopes of Canada for the 1988
Winter Olympic Games.
Leon stars as Oerrice Bannock. a
sprinter who trains most of his life to
represent Jamaica in the track events

at the Olympic Games. Tragically, his
hopes and dreams come crashing
down when he stumbles and falls at
the qualifying meet.
Determined to participate in the
Olympic Games, Derrice enlists the
help of a washed up, ex-champion
American bobsledder named Irv,
hilariously portrayed by comedian
John Candy. Initially. Irv refuses to
commit himself to the task of training
the tropical bobsledders, but he is
drawn back 10 the spon in hopes of
puttiog hi_s own failed career behind

him.
The squeaky-voiced push cart
champion Sanka Coffee. played by
Doug E. Doug; keeps the audience
doubled over with laughter with his
sarcastic sense of humor.
Yule Brenner (Malik Yoba) and
Junior Bevel (Rawle D. Lewis) round
out the bobsled team after they, too,
miss making the track team at the
Olympic trials . Their relationship is
rocky at first with bald-headed, muscle-bound Yule terrorizing the soft.
spoken, little rich boy Junior Bevel.

But by the time they make it to the
Olympic Games, the two have
formed a strange but positive bond
that helps them in their quest for vietory.
The four-man team, none of whom
have ever seen snow, let alone a bob·
sled, practice with push cans in
Jamaica's Blue Mountains and begin
recording record times within months.
Although their performance at the
Olympics is far from stellar, the team
represents their island nation with a
pride that can be felt from any seat in

the theater.
As the bob-sledders clash with
members <5f the Swiss and German
teams, they realize that it is best to
bobsled the 'Jamaican way,' and their
pride swells as they prepare them·
selves mentally for the slopes with
their own Jamaican theme song.
"Cool Running," which is also the
name with which ·they christen their
bobsled. is a fun, light movie directed
by Jon Tu.nletaub and produced by
Dawn Steel. It will premiere in the·
aters around the country on Oct. I.
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Americans At Their Best.
The District of Columbia Army National Guard offers many opportunities for young
men and women. The Army National Guard has the best of both worlds- the
advantages and excitement of military service and the OJ>P?rtunity_for Guardmembers
to continue their civilian lives in their hometown. Followmg are Just a few of the
benefits of service in the Army National Guard.
• MONEY FOR SCHOOL-The OC Army National Guard offers monetary and
tuition assistance programs including the Montgomery GI bill. Up to $21,<XXl
could be available for educational benefits.
• LEADERSHIP TRAINING - Members of the OC Army National Guard learn
team work and skills that help tum them into leaders. These leadership skills can
be applied toward personal growth and development in today's job market and
in service to America's hometowns. After all, service to community is what the
OC Army National Guard is all about
• SKILLS TRAINING - Whether it's working on computers, helicopter engines,
high tech equipmen~ or a variety of other specialties - members of the
OC Army National Guard learn by doing. Skills learned today can be applied
in the civilian world tomorrow.
• EXCELLENT PAY - A minimum salary of $13,<XXl can be earned over an
enlistment period. In some instances there is an enlistment bonus of $2,<XXl.
• SERVE AT HOME -The National Guard has protected our homes and
communities for over 350 years - neighbors that rallied together in times
of strife or need The OC Army National Guard continues to carry on that
proud tradition.
• ADVENTURE AND EXCITEMENT -The OC Army National Guard
experience is unlike any in civilian life. From full-scale field exercises to the
feeling of camaraderie shared by members of an elite group - the DC Army
National Guard delivers it all.
The District of Columbia Army National Guard can be the experience of
a lifetime. Guardmernbers are required to serve as little as a weekend a
month and two weeks a year.

DISl'RICT OF
COLUMBIA

t:l;J,\i't.=;

Call a local DC Army
National Guard recruiter
for more infonnation at
202433-5142 or 5143

STUDENT LEADERS
MINI-WORKSHOP
EMPOWERMENT= SUCCESS
THE FOCUS:
- CLUB LEADERSIDP -

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _lD#_ _ __
Position (if Applicable) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Organization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone._ _ _ __

Please indicate programs of Interest
Tues, September 28, 1993
3:00-4:00pm Public Relations or
Successful Programs
4:00-5:00pm Parliamentary Procedure
5:00-6:00pm Constructing a Constitution ..____,

Wed, September 29, 1993
4:30-5:30pm Parliamentary Procedure
5:30-6:30pm Successful Programs or
Constructing a Constitution .______,
6:30-7:30pm Meeting style
Return to the Office of Student Activities Rm 117 Blackburn

UTIONAL
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Howard University
Small Business Development Center and the School of Business
Presents

Fifth Annual
"STUDENT ENTREPRENEURSHIP CONTEST"

Fourth Annual
"STUDENT ARTIST CONTEST"

Sponsored by the HUSBDC, Economic Finance Development
Corporation and Ernst & Young

The HUSBDC is lookmg for Howard University student
artists to develop an artistic illustration based on the theme
"Global Economic Development:
Connecting with the Future"
for the Conference.

If you would like to start a business, obtain funding for a
business or build a business, pick up your Business Plan Outline
in the Small Business Development Center, School of Business
in Rm. 125.
For more infonnation please call (202) 806- 1550
The contest starts September 24 1993.
All entries must be received by 5:00 p.m., January 14, 1994.
A S1,000 cash award and prizes will be given to the winner
(you must be a Howard University student to enter).
The winner will be announced on February 17 1994 at
' of the
'
the Awards Dinner which is the culminating event
conference.

◄

If you are looking for an opportunity to display your talents
and receive a $250.00 cash award and prizes, then you are
the person we need. Stop by the Howard University Small
Business Development Center in the School of Business,
room 125, to pick up contest rules.
You must be Howard University student to enter.
For more information call (202) 806-1550
The contest starts September 24, 1993 and all entries mustJ!J~~
be in by November 12, 1993.

For the National

"9th Annual Salute to Blacks in' Business Conference''
February 16-17, 1994
The purpose of the conference is to ~ute the ~mplishments of Afri~ American entrepreneurs as well as to provide 3
forum where studcn~ ~d the ~us1ncss community can benefit through interaction with honorees and other successful
small and m,nonty business ownen. There will be worl<shops, a business expo, and an awards di Mer.
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SPORTS
Walker's injury doesn't stop B_ison
suffered by Jay
"Sky" Walker, the
record-breaking
starting quarterback. Walker sustained a sprained
ankle
mid-way
through the second
quarter. The Greene
Stadium crowd held
its breath as Walker
~
hobbled off the
field.
Walker
returned 10 the sidelines, watching the
rest of the game on
crutches, much to
the dismay of Bison
fans.
"When Jay went
photo by Chuck Emory down, it was kind of
Starting QB J ay Walker finished the game ugly," said h~ad
by watching on the sidelines.
coach
Steve
Wilson. "He went
Sy Andrea Wllllema
down feet first right into a
lfttop Statt Writer
Winston-Salem tackle."
Wilson added that Walker's
he Howard University
progress will be monitored in
football team dominatpractice daily to determine
ed yet another Division
whether he will be able to play
II opponent last weekin Saturday's match-up against
end in the friendly confines of
top-ranked Alcorn State in St.
Greene Stadium. This time, the
Louis.
1ictims were the Winston-Salem
Bison quarterback-turned
S:.it University Rams, who felt
receiver-turned quarte rback,
~ agony of defeat by the score
senior Terrill Hill, who caught a
o/31-10.
touchdown pass in the Bison
However, the Bison victory
season-opening victory against
100k a back seat 10 the injury
Virginia Union three weeks ago,

l

j

'

T

was one of three who took turn
at the quarterback position after
Walker went down. Hill completed three of 12 passes for 37
yards. Second string quarterback
"Pep" Hamilton and sophomore
Brent Williams completed the
trio, with Hamilton throwing
three completed passes out of six
attempts, and collecting 57 yards
with one interception.
"I was real rusty at first," Hill
said. "I started feeling better
once the game progressed, and
I'm just happy we came out with
a win," he continued.
With every cloud, there is a
silver-lining, and the Bison
showed that as they played in
mid-season form. On the first
play from scrimmage, Walker hit
Gary "Aea" Harrell on a 56-yard
pass play for a touchdown to
give the Bison a quick 7-0 lead
early in the first quarter.
Second quarter action saw a
heads-up play by Bison freshman punter Ruben Ruiz that
could have possibly saved a
Rams touchdown.
"My first instinct was to run
and kick the baJI, so I checked
my right and then my left, and
realized that the coverage was
there," explained Ruiz, "So,
instead of taking a rut and risking the fumble, I just ran out of
the end zone for a safety."
Winston-Salem got on the

board when quarterback Rovell
McMillan connected with wide
receiver Oronde Gadsen in the
end zone from seven yards out.
Seconds later, wbat appeared to
be a blown snap turned into a
two-poin t conversion for the
Rams.
The second half saw some
great defensive plays from Lhc
Bison. Linebacker Jose White
intercepted a McMillan pass,
leading to an impressive scoring
drive by Howard, and that was
capped off with a two-yard
touchdown run by fullback
Rupert Grant. White and defensive tackle Aaron Kinchen combined for 23 tackles and two
sacks. One Kinchen tackle
caused a McMillan fumble,
which was recovered by linebacker Marc Christie, who
scored a touchdown on a I 0yard run.
The Bison are presently in St.
Louis, preparing for the inaugural Gateway Classic, where they
will face the rughest-rated black
college football team in the
country, Alcorn State. Alcorn
features Heisman Trophy
prospect Steve "Air" McNair,
who in just three games has
thrown for 949 yards. The game
will be held at Busch Memorial
Stndium, home of Major League
Baseball's St. Louis Cardinals.
Kick-off is scheduled for 4 p.m.

Bison baseball looks to rebound from last
By Elaine Myada

Despite such a rigorous schedule. Hinton expects rus team 10
play at their maximum potential.
Chuck Hinton, head coach of His motto, "consistency and
the Howard University Bison defense," describes what Hinton
Baseball team is, in his word~, believes his team needs most in
"always looking 10 win a conference championship."
Under Hinton's 20 years as
head coach, Howard baseball has Execution and defense
recorded more than 500 wins and will be the key to the
six MEAC championships. Bison getting a first
However, last season's team fell place finish in the
o n hard times. falling to fourMEAC.
time MEAC Champion Aorida
- Barry Johnson
A&M University.
a.ssistant
baseball coach
This season, the Bison will
face a very tough schedule, order to win.
according to Hinton, that
Barry Johnson, assistant baseincludes conference rivals and ball coach, also believes that exe•
some of the nation's best baseball cution and defense will be the
teams, such as Duke, Kentucky key 10 the Bison getting a first
and Virginia Tech universities. place finish in the MEAC.
Hinton said these teams are so
Another ra 1or in the Bison
strong because of better facilities doing well this1year will be the
and more funding.
status of the pitching staff.
Hilltop Staff Writer
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DON'T PAN C.
YOU CAN
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Think you missed the G raduate Record Exam
deadline? Relax. With the new on-demand ORE:»
you could be taking the test as early as tomorrow.
And since you choose the date, you can test at your
best. You can even see your score the instant you
6nish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days later,
in plenty of time for most school deadlines. Call now
for complete information and instant registration.
Educational Testing Service
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Hinton said he will need plenty
of good. solid pitcrung. Last year,
Hinton had to alternate between
just two pitchers. "Having jus1
the two pitchers WBli a nightmare
for our team." Hinton said.
To add depth to the pitching
staff, Hinton recruited Terrance
Johnson. "Terrance has good
control of his knuckle, fastball,
curveball and slider pitches,"
Hinton said. "Most of his pitches
have been clocked at at least 90
miles per hour."
Hinton hopes that his returning players will step up and help
the newer team members.
Roosevelt Jones, a junior leftfielder, said his goals for this
year include acting more like a
leader and giving the younger
players some encouragement.
''This year, I'd also like to
break some individual, team and
conference records," Jones said.
Senior catcher James Green,

who is also this year's captain, is
looking forward to capturing a
MEAC Chan1pionsrup.
The Bison begin their fall season competition Oct. 9. The
team will travel to Georgetown
University 10 face the Hoyas.
Hinton said he is looking forward
10 the game.
"This game will be a good
testing ground for the newer
players and will give me a
chance 10 see how well they can
perform," Hinton said.
Currently. the team is practicing at the Banneker Recreation
Center Field because of a lack of
proper facilities on Howard's
main campus. Hinton does not
mind practicing at Banneker
because the team is not charged
and the field is convenient. The
Bison will play their home
games at Robert F. Kennedy
Stadium.

Bowling teams hope to gain support
New and old team members are hoping to have a successful season
By Kisha Riggins
Hilltop Staff Writer
"Stri-i-ke!"
"Another strike!"
"Wow, that's three strikes in a
row!"
No, these sounds were not
coming from basebaJI practice.
These were the sounds of the
Howard Un iversity men's and
women's bowling teams at their
first official practice, which 100k
place last week.
Both teams hope to continue
their standards of excellence with
the selection of the 1993-1994
team. During the 1992- 1993 season, the Bison men placed seco nd
in
the
Eastern
Penns y I v an i a/Mary I and
Intercollegiate
Bowling
Conference, finished seventh in
the
Regional
Associate
Collegiate Union International
and brought home a I9th place
finish from the Collegiate
Invitational
Bowl in g

Tournament.
The Bison women also had a
successful 1992-1993 season,
placing first in the Eastern
Pen nsy Iv an i a/Mary land
Intercollegiate
Bowling
Conference, second at the Team
National Bowling Tournament,
and earning a fourth place finish
at the Team Nationals Bowling
Tournament
Try-outs for this year's teams
were held during the first week
of September.
"The competition was very
10ugh," said freshman Marvelle
Sniith, a new member of the
men's team. "I was surprised that
I even made the 1eam," he added.
Samuel Amoaka-Atta. director for Recreational Activities,
said only a fraction of last year's
players have returned, so this
season will be one of rebuilding
and improving.
Both teams will begin the
rebuilding process through plenty of practice. 11iey are currently

practicing two hours each
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday,
and one hour every Thursday.
"Attending each practice is
important because practice
makes perfect," Alla said.
At the team's first practice,
each l>owler ~ceived information on what was expected this
season. After stressing academics first and bow Ii ng second,
Barron then began to work with
several of the new players on an
individual basis.
In total, l 6 new members
were added 10 both teams. New
members to the men ·s team
include Shaun Caabbel, Cas.5ius
Harri s, Rahn Mayo, Marlon
Love, James Jones Jr., Ahkeem
Davis, Vincent Buckles, Eugene
Cox Jr. and Marvelle Sm ith.
Gregory Smith, Brian Marabel,
Eric Marner, Fini Livingston and
Melvin Holmes arc the returning
players to the men· s team.
Tiffany Jackson. Nicole
Holmes. Janae Grant. Nadine

Ott, Kisha Riggins, Nico le
Saunders and Felicia Harrison
are the new additions to the
women's squad. At press time,
the list of returning women
bowlers was not available.
However, Vicki Henderson, a
veteran bowler, was named this
year's captain.
Alla stressed that he wants
members of the Howard community to come out and support
both bowling teams.
"They are ranked among
some of the best teams in the
nation." Atta said. He continued
by say ing, "O ther teams at
Howard receive much more support and publicity. yet they are
not as successful as we are."
Freshman bowler Ahkeem
Davis. of Washington, D.C., said
all he wants to do is bowl the
be~t he can.
"I just want 10 help the team
·is much as possible," Davis said .
fl'
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diverse as Bowar
University, there is
iad of different lifestyles

~7JE~~difrlJrut~d/l'J~
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and viewpoints. Creative
expression is the way we
showcase that diversity.
nd that is the purpose of

-

fterthoughts, The
HILLTOP's newest feature. Afterthoughts is di/·
erent things to different
eople. For some, it rep-

..

........

' • C

•

•

resents the scope of the
dream world. For others
it stands f or the reminiscence oftimes gone by.

Tbe Soul of Po•tl'11

EallA& t "")', at Ill• llf..blood or D.C. ed-doo.
u lllt 17rtnJl1 of d ..i><ralloo,
lo lbt 11NU1t for cu.ni¥'1.l. ln a world of oppraslon
wbttt tbe only dlaD('t ls a aood tducadoa.

ndto some,
ifterthoughts is the vis11•
lization and realization
of what could be. The
ILLTOP invites you to

•

lllt-

Clllldtt11..«1laa1MI ..,r,d"7 m
httoi, WOBblc wllll nolhJDa to at

T-...aod
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cn:t1r•stmt atm.c•a aniYaL

phnn,· Pl L \°'I .

with the Howard community. Phase send all art,
oetry, essays, short-short

Th< baittocnllc rr,t,111- t« ...._
as ddWttD wram ror affcrtkla

1111 ··
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·

, - , ,. ~•,1f 111 •",'! , ,111111 •1

tories, plays and words
of wisdom to The HILLTOP, 2251 Sherman Ave.,
•lV. And now, we dore
ou to break all barriers
between you and the
trength of the soul within. And allow yourself to

Kc<:pllpdqW.. lllllaDCI 1't ...,., _ , _ _ . , .

,,.. h,•.,1 ,, ..... 111111 :.: 11<•111 Ill~ P\1,."ll

11', 1.1111111 :·
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IAl'I l>"l D.C. eel-do• uct _ . ffnL

llhl1.:llh'I

~nu,
llnn\\ llh.'

,111,.· l,., .111.· :-'"Ill~ h1
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explore the Howard com•
munity's Afterthoughts...

T-.,. and odllllalatntor, _.......,to ....

::.,·1 \\ 1. 1

111 lh\· ,1·\·111111'.'. \\.1k 1 , , 11111 1 11 :11lt11:'.
111~
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a.od lluldbt war.
Ld•sllrodp<a<t,ecalordllutata.odtloepoor•

11 , ,!111111,1 up 11,111, ,·.1d,•h,:,

:,,.c) 111.111~

T--,..priaclpolo a.odPI"""'" lallltft,it,L
w1111ou1-.,tooltor-,.-laol,it,L
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Oob'll>m. CaAO.C.-"'catel
wM'a all bare dODr t.bdr pllimomtaal ..._
Whta "t bat-t ~ po.Ued OW' cb.lldml
tram I.be 11JtttJ •Dd tbe torrosh, ..._. of povffl1.

TaMara Holmes

Lloda Mllit Crall

A:1-,,,,..,r.,-,.,, q/".,,,:,,,o,.L,0 J.'£ I.SON£ o,z_..~ TJ.I~ ✓lf'Y.$'X"L-:.RfftS FJ?o,, , 7'/'IE n.h.~GINNIN<"; o z.~ Tfrlf.Bi,
A.ND SC<>W"..CY DVT ,St;,/J'l.ELY T.f'fIS .ENICAf,,,J IS .DEGJJVNINC TO UJ'\/1.PJJVD.
-,rJ;.l-f:RBADS Tff,ROC/0/IOVT rI.,f S l.llVIVERSE NOT JUST TOO.NE ../.JU-f
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Bladt Words

SOR.RO tr-'

/ /istt fl to tht words and rupond

LOVE IS SE.EN" W,J._,EJV YOU SEE TII✓ I TSrEC./AL FJULU'.JL>,
I<NO t .f:YJ.JVG T.FIAT YOUR F b ~ N G S .FOR 'l'lff.i;,J/ I P'ILL.NEVLJ:f.t .f...;J'VD.
LOVE I S TJfEAfO.STPO t Y/Eft.FUL,,FORCE L<NO trW 7"0 , lf;tN
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the words. tht words.
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A Man. Black and Big.
A tl'llt Sculpturt of God
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tht words. tht words.

C.,,,J.N SOLVE JI-ff$ ✓l rYS'.T'ERY OP LOVE .D.EF'OAS JT

-GATE.

h is ports.

A Man. A Man whost vuy soul
it m ine and mlne is hls and we

FA-¥Ji.CAU.$.L.-.: / J•• UY.E .VO,N•T IPE t.WIL,L, SC/J •'L•'L:-.:R A I-r O RRJ.LJL,,E
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ar~ ont In rht samt.
11/.sttn to tht words
and how I loathe tht fttlings
ofgrit/ and sorrow
How the words sting mt with
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/ listen to the words and I
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l'••--- p.

rtspond.

II~ Jlal, lil.c lcaw.,
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Cll dlt but, t.tf iXlfll\, Jrum,
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Blt)()Jluw art !U\"IQ&.
ridl. rr,.,d.ho>Dl<lcJ.<aod,o,J,eo
.inJ ""1i..--btd IO 1'1(1-\'iJc. I ~ l d hl J p.1

ot "' rlattJ k>oa ""'·
thooah lhrc.tf)' is comunt
W1t1tt'-1Qku-t'b
"hot, ... y ofb6o, ""'11
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HCldt ood kl......., "' d),i f\1111')' ......_
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Sopbomore
College of Ans ,lid Sc:iffl<e<

•

Thomes R. Turner
Sophomore
College of Ans and Sciences
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SHE ALWAYS HAD TO HAVE A MAN

She always had to have a man.
Tall, short, fine, ugly, loud, quiet, nice or mean.
She always had to have a man.
"He buys my food." "He drives me around." "He's good in
bed."
He's got money, a car, brains or just a d-k,
It doesn't matter,
She always had to have a man.
He could treat her good and say, "I love you"
Or call her names and slap her around.
He could pay her rent or spend her rent money on rock.
She always had to have a man.
She wasn't happy sleeping alone, eating alone, going to the
movies alone or living alone.
She wasn't happy with her face, her smile, her company or
herself,
She always had to have a man.
Otesa Middleton
Senior
School of Communications
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Vou brlng cull only Uas woni In ms;
Your eyst l'i'lm~e my tt»ul wnths In an;isr.
Vcu lh1s m torrm&!'llll t,hs dap11hs oi my
})sing.
No mstllsr wlh.ar,s you are from Dl.C. to
Q lhll18

~x
Your voles criss o~ Ile ms waklrng ms
llhrrou;ilh lllhs nlglilll
anti! g answer, !howling oull In pain.
l.lEAVIE MIE AtON!E. YOU IDOIM'T 11.0VrE

MIE.
VOllJJ 11.0\?IE T~IE !BOOS7J' g egvlE YOUfl
-~ SfElf•rEST:E:EM.
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Ari1~ I no longer ha~e you.
g IPrnt VCUliUUI
TaMara Holmes
Senior
School of Communications
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At Microsoft, we value different V ■ eWpO ■ n ■

5

and perspectives. Which is why we've created an environment that
encourages people

10

look at

ideas

from every angle.

To examine how things can be done better. easier. smarter. We know.

diverse

backg,o,eds lead

10 d;veo;e

products. And the more people discover about our products. the more they
discover about themselves. What could be cooler than that?

IIVhalt:

Company Presentation

IIVhere:

Engineering Library

11Vhen:

Monday, October 4, 1993, 4:00pn1

Sponsored by the Society of Sys tems and Compu ter Sricn('c

®
Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports workforce diversity.
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It's as easy as dlallng
1-800-COLLECT;"' Instead
of zero, when you make a
collect call.
It's the 1·800-COLLECT
$5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY.
Just compDete your collect call between August
30 and September 28,
and you'll have a chance
to share $5,000 wHh the
person whose number
you're calling.

Call as often as you
like. There are winners
everyday.
You'll also save up to
44% with 1-800-COLLECT.
It's America's Inexpensive
Way To Call Someone
Collect:" Use it every time
you make a long distance
collect call. That's all
there is to it.
Bet you call Mom and
Dad more than ever.

t

.

:

' ,.1,.,.. -·

......

_

· • ~LECT $$,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY NO PURCHASE NECESSARY All ENtnANTS Al1E R()tJND av COM"LE IE RULFS WHICII ARf AVAIi AiRE flY CALLING I 800 AULES•U FOR EACH DAY FROM 8-00.93 THROUGH 9 28 93 (30 DAYS). 1 800-COllECT WILL GIVE AWAY
AGRANO PRIZE OF S5,000' t TO ENTER 8V MAKJ.....ci ~ 1 800-COt.LECT CALL •Each 11J1,r1 yl)U rn.1ti:a l l 800 (,OU ECT ~ I < . t l(rphonl) c.:..111 (v.o,111 n ll1e US and Puet10 A-co) duHnQ lhC pt()ffl(M1,0f'I perlOCI 1ndlealed. and the colt-eel carng charges are accep-ted. you and Iha ,nd1vldual or
~ywt\OSO namo 9")t8rJ on t"9 ltloPhOne bl I for th nurr,bet ,.allecf lhOfQ-lnaf'ler re 8tl(!'<J 10 ,1
IR ,ptenl ff
9bitt lO be r3.ndQmty 1elect1-d .lS Polm,u.llw,nniNS to5hate ,ld,altypme04 $5,000 Calhng day 1$ t2 OOmidnighl EDT up tOth9 tolfov.oino 1200 mldn-Qhl EOT 2 No purchale
or ~
call ntee$~ry TO ENTER av J.iA L and pnnl t'OU' name addrOSS zip codO nd d.1.1t1
1 ~ nvtTibet on a bl.,1n piec, ot :l • 5 p.lpOr and moJ 1n a hand addressed 4 1 e • 9 I i?' (•101 oovetooe. with t1,s1cla.s, p0$&aQ• att11ed. IO 1·800 COlltCT Qk,,eaway, PO Box
'3M, Bla,r. NE,68009 IMPOR(ANT C,i LOWER lE8 t!AND CORNEA OF MAILING ENVELOP£ YOU MUSI l'JllriT THE SPECIFIC DATE OF T►IF PRIZE GIVEAWAY (FROM IY.lO 1h,ough 9;28 93> fOA WHICH YOUR ENTRY IS DESIGNAlED Ento, as manv 1,mes as Vo<JWl$h lor as
many cs.aya as you W\s.h. but ,ach en:1y musl be ma !ed $~pa,a1.-1y No mecNlncalty r,produood entries pcrrm 10CI (ntr1 must bu ,eca,.-ffd 0)- ~ bui,tn.tu days~,,.., p<ize giveaw ay date ~ led on you, ma1i.ng tmvelope 10 be et~ foe that d.a1ty pnze 3. SELECTION Of WIN NEAS. Each daily
"'nr'llf ..-,11 be ranoomry selected horn among all el,g,ble 1 800-COllECT 1eteph0ne Cct!I en1r~s and a er.a1>1c m; I 1n en1ne_c. r&ce,ved !->t 1ha1 days giveaway RandOm selectM)n wilt take pl,.'lco 6 days aller the $pOClfiC pr,ze giveaway Gale Odds of wmn,ng a prize"" II depend on the number o1
"Obit 1 800-COLLECT telepf'lone c.ai1s comol~too each day and the t me of da_y the cal ,us made. Jnd on lhe oumbe-r ol ma I ,n enirlff t,e.s,,gnated tor each d.i1y's pnze award. Odds W\11vary e3Ch day ot th~ promotion based on the abOve taciors Odds of winn,,ng via ma•·•n entry will be as good
u OCldl ol YiiM1ng WI telephone ttf try 4 P~IZES 1 G,and Pnze per day ol $5.000. d i ~ equ.11y ~hWlfl C8iJe1 and Cal\ Reopen1 Cal Rec,pienl pOt1JC>n of~ p,,ze w,lt be aw,vdP.d to the mch\lldual or company whOSt name appears on the telephone t,.11 tor 1M telephone number callld. II
P0llnllrll 'ft1l'1ntf hH ♦ntered i,,1.J ma I. he/she subsequently wit! be requ,ted 10 9'.'V0 nom• aod."t}ts. ,1 1xJ lttlephon.e nvmbt!f ol rndl°V'dual"' th ~·hOm tw she wiShes 1041\ah3 prize equ.a"y 5 GENERAi. RULES· To be et.glble. c.a:tierstma.1-in en1tan1s mus1 t>e 16 yea,s or older as of 8'3093. Sponso(s
~ ' " Grtctty .nvotwcJ ,n ,.,,., pianmng al1CI ifnPlt,1T1.Pntai1on , u-s p,omot,on and emptoyOH or rt s advet11sing ano promonon aoonacs. and 100,r 1mmed1ate l~y ,'l'lefflbers a,ld o, those llv.no in same hOusehold oc each are not eligible tor any p,,ze. either as an eotrant designated reeip0 above,. 1na1 ent re SS.000 P,IZtt ~ I not ti(\ awarded VOtd whero proh1t>-1«1 by a.w No subsfllution or transJer of pnze pe,m1.1ted All l~al stale and focal 1.ixes are the so4e t&SPQns.,blli1y ol winner. A• federal, state and k>cfl laws
llrc lllfhtr potential ¥11MOt ct1a d31 y prize 1s no1 ttllg ti:u per tne
rel rtgutations app,'y Not re-~$11bte ro, malfunctt0nN·1y ;x bru.kdown ol tvle~• syttams lor 1av11y ltl~ne 1,ansmiss,on 0t lo, 10~1. latP or m sdiroct.ed en111es In the evenl thal l t'Chnical dtfflcuhles preven1 select'°" ot a Wtnne.1 for any daily pnze oC 1he promotion. that prize will be ~arded
Jooow,ng day. Random SffC1,on ol v, ..,.. .,. 11 be unoor 1h8 superv,s,oo ol D.L Sia,. Inc. an •~oo•nt 1udO•ng 0<g•norn1.,,, "'"'"" doc"'°'" n•• 1,n•I Rv pa,1,c,p.,t,,,o "' II•< p,nmouon rn1,an1, OQ!ee lo beooundby 1he Off,c,al Ru'8s and deos,ons ol the 1udges COMPLETE ••les a,e

°'

L:'""

1
l.t:,ta to any requ"emen1s or tim tat,ons thnt may be imposed by the Feder at Commun,cat<>ns Comrnis~IOO
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ALLS IODEN IS)

FRI. 9AM - 3PM
SEPT. 24 & OCT. I BLACKBURN
AUDITORIUM
•AUDITION
AUDITION•
A HAN SOLO
FlLMWORK
MR. LOVERMEN
AUDITION FOR MAJOR, MAIN
CHARACTERS, EXTRAS, SPECIAL
TALENTS PR SKILLS, (COME AS
YOU ARE) INFO. (301)961-7111
!'be Brothers ol Alpha Pha Alpha
Fraternity Inc., Belll Chapter present
AJphaWcek: a new foundation Sept. 26
10 Oct. 1, 1993. Sundl)y, 26 : call to
Chapel · Andn,w Rankin Chapel
Monday 27· Crisis Seminar• Date Rape
· School of Business Room 200 at 7:06
p.m. I\M:sday, 28 : Blacks in politics·
School of Business Room 200 at 7:06
p.m. WCS,neylay 29: Afrocentric
Lecture: The African presence in
Ancient O,ina • By Wayne Chandler.
a1throphoto journalist 7:06 p.m.
Thunday. 30: Sexual Awareness: School
ofBusiness Room 200 o.t 7:06 p.m.
Friday 1:Live Jozz Extr3vaganza • place
to be announced from 6 10 8 p.m. and
End of Alpha Week Jam at lhe
Touchdown Club, 20th and L from 10
p.m.
!be Brothers of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity Inc., Alpha Chapter present
"Omegas on lhe Avenues• Sept 25. 1993
from 9 a.m. 10 12 p.m. at lbc comer of
New Hampshire Avenue and Georgia
Avenue.

~ucnuon Ail Coloradans! I he iU'Sl
Colomdo Club Meeting will be held
Thon. Sept. 30, at 6pm in theForom of
the Annour J. Blackbum Cntr. Be there
to meet all the brothas and sistas from
the Mile--Hi City.

PAN.R£LLENIC GREER L£1 I ER
OROANIZAT!ONS: The Office of
Student Activities is still awaiting com•
pitted Organizational Questionnaires
regarding membership and other perti•
nent information. Please return to Room
117, BlllCkbum Centtt, by not later than
September 30th. If you need more infomation, please call or come by 806-7000.

Who's Who Among ~ruden~ 1n
American Colleges and Universities:
Completed applications are due Friday.
October Ist. Submit to the office of the
dean in your school or college. For more
information, contaet Ms. Allison Green
at 806-7000.
('liie Brothers or Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Int., Belll Chapter and
Sisters or Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, lnt.) invite you 10 !heir
"SKEE-PHI" Jam. Friday Sept. 24th at
the Touchdown Club. 20th & L St
10:00 - until. Damage SS.00

("Clean ihe Simts'')

Come join (the Residents or Caner
Hall) and (tbe Brothers or Alpha Phi
Alpha) Fraternity, Inc., Beta Chapter
clean Elm Street and 2nd Street.
Sarurday, September 25th. 9:00am to
11:OOam.Meet in Can-er Hall Lounge for
Continenml Breakfast.

SAK1 (Society for Advance.mem ol
Management) There will be a general
body meeting held on Monday Sept. 27
at 5:00pm. Rm 216. The topics that "ill
becoven,d are: The benefits of being a
member of SAM. membership dues, and
Homecoming Activities. All majors are
welcome.
Ancnuon! Student orgaiuzations.
Hu Srudent Cluster i, sponsering a stu•
dent Leadership Conference on Saturday.
October 9. 1993 in the AmlOur J.
Bl11ekbum University Center
Auditorium. All organizations are
encouraged to participate. For more

IHIMA'III

Llrgat Ubflcy ol l1d01111111ui, In U.S.
1',171 '/0l'ICS • AU SU&lfl:TS

OnletCaatooT...,wi11V...IMCo,COO

l~!Nl• aoo~351-0222

0.-, rush$2.001o: Re...rchtnfDfmation

11322 ldlh> A,e no&A, IDs~- CA 9002S

info. call (202) 865-2368 or (202)865·
8723.

At I ENI ION: SI ODEN I ORGANJZ:
TIONS. Want to win money and be the
Hu Srudcnt Organization of the Year? If
you think your organization is good
enough and through enough, smy alen
for next week's Hilltop Ads
Miss school of Business Pageant Sep,.
29. 6 p.m. School of Business
Auditorium.
ROSA presents ':Commumty Day" oo
the Yard from 12-6pm. Food. entcnainment and fun! Sat. Sept. 25th I Be
There!
WAltH FOR IHEREIORNOF IFIE
"AWAKE LECTIJRE SERlES" sponsored by HUSA.
BJack Business D1rectones and
Scholarship Oa1J1 Bank are ready! Stop
by the HUSA office for more info.
Frederick Douglas Honor Society w1U
meet Wed. SepL 29th at 6:30 pm in lhe
Sch. of C. rm 243. All members please
be there!
A I I EN I ION Alt SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS DECEMBER. 1993 AND
MAY. 1994 PROSPECTIVE ORADU·
ATES(UNDERORADUATE) MANDATORY MEETING• WITH MRS.
DECKARD HAS BEEN RESCHED·
ULED FOR 11fURSOAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1993, 11:00 AM, BLACK·
BURN CENTER BALLROOM. •NO
DISCUSSION AFTER MEETING!
WORDS OP WJSDOM: IF YOU
DEVIATE. YOU WILLNOT ORADU·
ATE!
All rnteresied in volunteenng for ihe
various Homecoming events & committees, please conta(:t Jasmine or Erika at
806-4510 or come by rm. 116 and leave
a message.
'I 6e Laales of Alpha Cfuipler. Della
Sigma Them Sorority, Int. cordlally
invite the women of the class of 1997 to
Mate Masie: A Legacy or Exctllenoe.
Monday, September 27, 1993.
Blackbum Ballroom, 6:00 pm.

Al IENilON IAO BAI ES!!l
THERE IS A GENERAL BODY
MEETING ON MONDAY, SEl'TEMBER 27TH, I 993 AT 5:00 P.M. IN
ROOM 3116. A1TENDANCE lS
MANDATORY!!! IFYOUCANNOT
MAKE IT PLEASE TALK TO ONE OF
THE OFFICERS.
Indiana Club Meeung. I bws., Sept.
23rd, 6:30 pm, Doug. Hall rm 116.
ROSA nc@s volunteers! Step by or
call 806-7007.
Beta Kappa Chi Meeting on Monday.
September 20. 5:00pm. 1-41
Undergraduate Library.

LOJHER VANDROSSCONCERI
TICKET RAFFLE: SEPTEMBER 23.
SPONSORS: FlNANCECLUB.

flNANCECLOB MEEJING: IHO.
SEPTEMBER 23. 1993. 5PM AUDI•
TORIUM.

Wm Free Cypress R,11 I ,ckets!
Sponsored by Lead... or Lea\'e, a national youth organization fighting for
America·s Economic Future. Register
now! Call(202)659-8123.

Come L1h Every Voice U1 ihe Odt at
6p.m.•Thursdays. (Toastrna.<ters).
'I he Cad,es of !he Royal Swtttheart
Court or the PERSHING RJFLES
FRATERNITY, (G-8), would like 10
invite all young women of lioward to
attend an infonnational meeting on
Tuesday, Sept. 28, 1993 at 7:00p.m. in
lhe Lounge of Baldwin Hall.
A.O. Movie Senes. Oct I Colors. Oct
15 Cooley High. Nov 5 The Wit. Nov
19 Sparkle. 7:30pm-9:30pm Blackbum
Auditorium.

Aris+ Sciences Students mterested m
Market Research stop by room I06
Blackbum. Ask about P and 0.
Ans and Sciences Student Coonc1I
General Body Meeting 7: l5pm. October
6. Human Ecology Auditorium.
Arts and Sciences Week. Call to
Chapel. I lam. Sept 26, 1993. Rankin
Chapel. Teacher/Student Mixer. 4pm
Sept 27. 1993. Hilltop Lounge. Miss

AUDITION

Arts and Sciences Pageant. 7:30pm
Sept 28, 1993. Cntmton Auditorium.
Arts and Sdtnccs Open Forum.
7:30pm Sept 30. 1993. Place TBA.
Movie Night "Colors''. 7:30pm and
9:30 pm. Oct I, 1993. Blackbum
Auditorium.

Anenuon: Marketmg Associauon
Meeting. Thu~y. September 30th. 5·
6pm. School of Business Rm. 548.

I RE LADIES OF ALPRA CHAP( ER
DELTA SIOMA THETA SORORITY
PRESENT: "CLINICAL"
DEPRESSION. SEPTEMBER 22,
1993. SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AlJDJ.
TORIUM. 7PM UNTIL 9PM.

AUDtl'lON AUDI I ION. A HANSOLO FJLMWORK. MR.
LOVERMEN. FRIDA Y(S) 9AM·
3PM. SEPT. 24 & OCT. I.
BLACKBURN AUDITORIUM.
Females & Males, Audition for Main &
major Characters, Extras, Specia.l
Talents, Skills, Dancers. Singers,
Rappers, Groups, etc. Info. (202) 773•
0805. Come as you are. An oppununity
you have been waiting for .
Anenuon! While you are spending the
next four years here in our Nation's
Capital don't just learn about how a bill
becomes a law, learn about bow you can
play a key role in helping to shape and
make the laws of our time. Come join
the CLEC CANVASS NETWORK a
progressi"e telefundraising organization
fighting to malr.e a difference! Call today
(202) 828-0')()S. Dupont Circle.

GSA 1s s~sonng a "RAPPY HOUR'
October I, I 993 at The Georgia Cafe
from 5pm • 10 pm. Admission is free!
CSA will have a second miifcst meet•
ing for Graduate Ft.De Ans students to
participate in the upcoming ART
EXTRAVAOANZA. The meeting will
be held on Sunday, September 26, 1993
at 5:00 pm in the OSA Office--Balckbum
Center Room 111. Please call (202) 4832258 if you can not attend.
Come Hear the tesumony of a nun who
"escaped" from the convent! Friday 7:30
pm. Little Chapel, Carnegie Bldg. Don't

miss it!
All HO Music Croups! Subnut "'JlCS 10
Elsa Lathan for Homecoming New
Talent Showcase during Howatdfest.
Deadline: Sept. 24th. Questions? Call
806-4510/5932. Ask for Elsa.
Io AO Masters & Doctoral Graduate
Students, Third year Law & Founh year
Med & Dent Srudcnts. The Graduate
Student Assembly wants to provide pro•
gram support to you. Please C31I us with
your specific nees at 806--6S5 I or stop by
the OSA office, M-F. 11-5, BLackbum
Center-Rm 111.

Howard Spanacu.s Youth Club Forum:
Cuba in Peril. Speaker: majoric
Stamberg. SL Central Committee. who
recently relUm<d from Cuba. Saturday,
Sept. 25. 2:00pm. Undergradu;itc
Library Lecture Room.
AUDI I ION AUDI IION. A HANSO.
LO FlLMWORK. MR.
LOVERMEN. FRIDAY(S) 9AM3PM. SEPT. 24 & OCT. I.
BLACKBURN AUDITORIUM.
FEMALES & MALES, AUDITION
FOR MAL"< & MAJOR
CHARACTERS, EXTRAS, SPECIAL
TALENTS, SKILLS, DANCERS,
SINGERS, RA.P PERS, GROUPS,
ETC. VOLUNTEERS ALSO NEEO.
ED. INFO. (202) 773-0805.
d ay Students ,so students to reV1,·e
Howards OA Y/81 STUDENT ORGANIZATION! If you're Oay/Bi & out.
PLEASE call 202/466.1677 & leave
detailed message (confidential).
PEACE!
I exa.~ Club Meetmg. Sept. 28. I 993.
Black.bum Forom. We need Info on you
for ·--r· Club Directory. Be there at 7:30
p.m. For more Info call James. 667-7234.
Fall lexas Club c:ilendiir 1993. &pi.
28, Tues. "T' Club meeting 7:30
Blackbum Center-Forum. Oct. 10. Tues.
'T' Club Worship at RankJn Chapel.
10:00am. Oct. 12, Tues. ·--r· Club meet-

AUDITION

EMPIRE ENTERTAINMENT
A HANSOLO FILMWORK

ing Blackbum Center/Auditorium,
7:30pm. Oct. 15, Friday "T' Club T.G.I.
Fridays 1201 PCM. Ave. NW, 5:00pn\.
Oct. 26, Tues. ·--r· Club meeting
Blackbum Center-Forum. 7:30pm. Nov.
7, Sunday 'T' Club meeting Blackbum
Center-Auditorium, 7:30 pm. Nov. 11.
Thurs. 'T' Club Pictures Blackbum
Center-Music Listening Room, 5:00pm.
l-Jov. 23, Tues. ·-r• Club meeting
Blackbum Centcr-Forom, 7:30 pm.
Nov. 25, Thurs. ·-r· Club Thanksgiving
Dinner at Hotel, $5. Nov. 30, Tues. 'T'
Club meeting Blckbum Center-Forom,
7:30 pm. Dec. 3. Friday "T' Club X·
mas Break Party at Quigleys. 1825 I
Street N.W. For more Info conlJlct
James Henderson at 667-7234.
the Ondergarduate Student Assembly,
UOSA, would like to thank everyone
who supponed the sue= of the Fall
Fest nnd J. Spencer.

Ai IEN ilUN! Undergraduate
Srudents seeking daycare. Please contact
Sharee Townsend, Grievance Director
of UOSA at 806-6918.
I be 0CSA dnenvance Commmce
needs you I For more information con•
tact Sharee Townsend. Oriccance
Director a, 806-o9 I8.
Ali RILLIOPICS are due. paid in
full. the Monday before publication.
Announcements by campus o ~ tions for meetings, seminars, or non•
profit events are free for 10 words or less
and $1 for every additional five words.
Individuals advenising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or selling
are charged $5 for the first 20 words and
SI for every additional five words.
Local companies are charged SlO for the
20 words and $2 for every five words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the
first IO words and SI for every additional
five words.

You want to be In a movie? Come

CorTed. Audition ror Hansolo's Mr.
Lo,enn~n, Frlday(s). 9/24 &UWI,
9am-3pm. Blackbum Auditorium.
Audition guarantees )OU'II outomatiC311y
qualify as an extra •(Restrictions
applicable)

FOR RENJ'
Beauuful 3-BR Row House w/rec. roon
& original Victorian interior.
Bloomingdale are.,. move--in condition.
Must see. Ideal for f1llllily or student
rental investment. $116.500. 202·832·
1845.
Newly renovated rooms for rent. S300
per month. Near Howard University.
Contact Raymond A. Fowler, (202) 2329172 H or(202) 896-5343 p<1ge.

Rooms for rent from 5356-SBo close to
school Nic:eneigbborhood. (301)8719136.

Female Siudeiit nettled to share three
bedroom apartment with two HU stu•
dents. Located at Franklin St., one block
from Catholic U. $200 per month+ 1/3
of utilities. Call 202-269-5257 or 202269-5261.
I Large fum,slied room lor rent. uhhUes
included. one block form campus.
$335.00lmo. Call 301-989-8949.
SPACIOUS ROOM AvAILABLE
WITH HARDWOOD FLOORS. BAY
WINDOW. HIGH CEILINGS, FREE
CABLE. ANO CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
$270/MO. IF lm'ERSTEO CALL
SHAWN @ (202) 986-5423.
WALKING DIS l'ANCE: A.O. HOSE
FOR RENT - DUPLEX: 2 APTS,
EACH WITH 3 RM'S, KITCH. BATH.
FOUR FURNISHED BEDROOMS.
$900.00MT. (301-552-9058)
Ga. Ave. Large I Bedrooms +
Efficiencies available immediately, very
reasonable. Call between 9am + noon.
202-882-0769.
Room to rent S3oo + share ut1hucs. l
bock from campus. Responsible female
please. (202) 723-6122.

I BRAPI : BROORLANDMEIRO.
Unfurnished living, dining, kitchen. bath,
screened rear porch. quiet. $495/mos.
Not ineluded electric + gas. A-,ii able
immediately. (202) 269-6672 (after 5) or
(301) 946-3000.
Very Lirge room for rent . Horv:ird &
Georgia Avc. area. Partially renovated,
WW, WO. mic, quiet. COD\'enient. S325.
All utilities included. Call 462-7456.

place, CJNC. storage. clean, secure.
Door Int., great light. shuttle stop ot front

door. $9S<Vmo + utilities. Call Mr.
Landis. 202-726-3777. Available now.
8 room~ lor Rent. $2/3 to $300. Near

Howard! 4 avail. now! 4 3\'llll.l0.1-93.
Clean & Large. (202) 588-1281.
Ad3ma.

ONE BEDROOM BASEMEN I API

FROM CAMPUS@ 1418FLA. AVE
N.W. AMENITIES INC. MODERN KJT
W/OINING AREA, W/W CARPET•
!NO, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. WASH·
ER/DRYER. LIKE NEW APPLI·
ANCES, ENCLOSED YARO & SECU·
RITY BARS. FOR AJ'PT. TO SHOW,
CONTACT JUANITA WILEY AT
(703) 729-7339.
14th & Buchanan . room avwlable m
,p<1ciou, group house. washer/dryer, dish
washer. yard on busline S275 - $375
(202)462-5106 KL Associa~
CAPHJL L • Channing 2 & 3 bedroom
Townhouses, fireplace. CAC.
washer/dryer, parking. yard. S895 ·
$1350+ KL ASSOCIATES (202) 462·
5106. NW/SHAW-Cozy3bedroom
1.5 baths Townhouse, CAC. fireplace,
deck, unfinished basement. $900.00 KL
Assod.ltes. (202)462-5106.
Brookland/NE Spacious I bedroom +
efficiency opes, laundry room on premises, convenient to Howard U. Catholic u,
Shopping & Metro. S-125 • S495 incl.
utilities. KL ASSOCIATES. (202)
462-5106. CAPHlLUNE • Spacious I
BR+ Efficiency Apcs, Wf\Y. NC,
Pnrlong. Near metro. $450 - $495 incl.
Heat. KL ASSOCIATES. (202) 462·
5106.
Ht!LPWAN1£0
Anenhon: lo-JO people needed.
"Amazirig Opportunity Awaits!"
S500/5K monthly without selling /talk•
ing.. (202) 686-4777. ext 371 ( 24h).
Maih and English tutors needed tor 4ili.
5th, and 6th graders. $8.00 per/hr.
Needed for Tue..• Wed.. and Thur. after
4:00 pm. Experienced Tutors preferred.
Call Or. HiU or Ms. Ford-Booker at
(202) 806-5199. Leave your name and
number.
SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL VCR REPAIR.
Stereo hook-up. Small appliance repair.
Call John at (202) 234-0840 or 882-

1·800·777-0112

mser,
Happy 23rd birthday, sweetheart! I
that the 1woofus will spend many
special occasions together. All my lo,
Mandinema.
E. You bnng Sen,o,unJ Mioon. l'Q Pr
bring Hedge, and Draft and nde the St
Storm or take a Cab through the part
with C.C. and E.M. LOVE. PEACE. J e
HAPPINESS on you r'.!lst
Jc
B!RTHDA Y! Lo,·c Alwa),, T.

a.nnarra.

AUDITION DATES:

Friday(s) 9:00am-3:00p

Sept. 24 & Oct. 1

VENUE:

Howard University
BlackbwnAuditorium

Audition And Bio Appl. Fee: 1.00 W/ H.U. Id. 2.00 Gen. Bring Your Bio, Head Shot, And
Portfolio If You Have One. On The Spot Head Shot Taken For 5.00, Be There.

COJ J EGE FUNDING
AVAILABLE

Guarantee at least 6 non-federal
sources of scholarship aid year
around or money back.
For application write:
American Financial Aid Services
2100 First St., Nw, Washington,
DC 20001 or call 202-462-7941

past

ev.

WORRY FREE PARRING!!!
O:-:L Y SJ . iSID.-\ Y OR .S.30.00
MONTHL \'. ONE BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS AT9IO EUCLID ST. N.W.
INDIVIDUALLY ASSIGNED PARKING. FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT
JUANITA WILEY AT(703)729-7339.

IOIORSN£EDbD!!! GIVE IHE
GIFT OF LITERACY THE DELTA

ADULT LITERACY COUNCIL IS A
NON-PROm OROANIZATION OF
VOLUNTEERS DEDICATEO TO
HELPING ADULTS IMPROVE THEIR
READING AND WRITING SKILLS.
ADULTS WHO CAN READ Al'iD
HA VE A DESIRE TO HELP OTHER
ARE ENCOURAGED TO Wl'OR
THOSE ADULTS WHO CAN NOT
READ ANO WRITE. REGISTER FOR
A 15 HOUR Wl'OR TRAINING
WORKSHOP. THERE IS A S2S FEE
USED TO DEFRAY Tl-IE COST OF
MATERIALS. WORKSHOP ARE
SCHEOLULED FOR OCT.• 13. 20,27
ANO NOV. 3. 1993 FROM 6:30TO
9:30 PM AT METROPOLITAN BAP·
nsT CHURH. 131ll ANO R STS,NW
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
(202)-162-3588

FOR SALE
(wm Bed For Sile: Excellent cond1•
tion: $75 or~, ofter. Call 667-5873
and ask for Bobby or leave message.

1 214 18th Sf. N.W.
(I tmd.S- of ~Cildl.-oflla&ConlAIIJ

for Info: 202-296-929:S
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PERSONALS

Io the L.AJ Conn. Crew, Why dOe$
lhe the Bebe lanuly: kcne1cc, V1ck1.
Le<lic, Little Priscillia and the rest of
Jimmie Lee's grandchildren. THANKS,
for being you!!! Love you all, Cassieta
Lee.
B,g Daddy "D '. Hey Sweeuc! lht,"
Just a little something 10 let >OU I.now
that I mi» all the time we used to spend
together. Love and friendship.
"Teenager''. P.S. When'sdinner? You
cook. I' II bring dessert! !

LADIES DRINK FREE
9: JO pM--11 :00 pM

GLEY'
s
19th&IStNW

AN l'ON, Happy lnd Anm\'crsruy! ihc

Females and males Invited to audition for main and major characters
extras, special talents and skills, dancers, singers, rappers, groups, etc.'

w

weeks ha"c been a tremendous <lr3.in
with my crazy sled, but I know "c
get through this together. I'll miss )W
while I'm in St. Louis, and l'U make:
up to you when I netum. Love, Larry
Keisha B.. l'lianl: you so so much lor
all of your suppon. You are the bi~
help n quasi-dit.zJC old CE. could ask
for. What do )OU th1nl. of Bnud, and
Braid, Ph1, 0 You the woman. si,t.i.
Putia B.
Ibe HIIltop 1s o,·er. Go ~udy.. Pea«

DISCOUN I FORNI I URE: DfSR.

,omconcwc know want to play Kings. I
wonder what Detroit has 10 tell. KB.

TRAVt· l.

e agam It~ on.

CHAIRS, BOOKSHELVES.TABLES.
ALES. SOFAS. BEDS. DRESSERS.
LIVING ROOM SETS, MORE. BUY
OR RENT. 301·699-1778.

IJOORARVAROSI NW. EFFJSo-

s·, ~...,c "' T

m, t s
n mon
an )'OU
thoug.ht it wouldn't last this long). I'
looking forward to spending fore,er •
yoo. I love you baby. l always will'
HAPPY "KJMANOFRED" DAY!
Fred

5845.

400, I-BR 400-500, 2 & 3 BR 650.700.
4027 13 TH ST NW. EFF 400, l•BR
S00-550. 301-571-1998 APTER 7 PM.

Modem 3 Bedroom, 2 Bathroom,

Benito. m1 amor. FELIZ Bit A COM}
PLEANOS! Tu runor, Corli1a
ucte y. n t ct a g
1ng"
through your fingell,. Your heart ''i<"
right sometimes, ,;o don't let )OUrh<>:
ruin it! GOO.

WI DEN. $550/MO. FOUR BLOCKS

lo 13-8-9.l and 11-8-93. lioppy 2Wi
Birthday from 1-B-93.
Io ihe members ol Kappa K•flP3 P>1,
When•~ the next party bcus }oor parties
are ALL good. The LA /Conn. Crew.
lo ail CROWS, llie penalty tor lrulure
is death' Dead by 30.

1900 3rd. SL NW # J. W/0, 0/W, fire.

every moment with )OU I know we
have many more 1ogethtr. Love Al~
Rodney "TSU Law School''

past two years ha"e been full of ups and
downs, but we made it through. I lo"e
you with all my heart. STACL
l o :ill campus creepers, 1bope tt 1s oil
good. Next time though. don't leave the
evidence in the trash can. KB.
Babygu-1. I an, so happy iliat yu are not
only my girlfriend but also my best
friend. Thank you for keeping your cool
e\'cn when I get moody. You're something spc-cinl. Remember to relax and eat
something. Hope you're feeling better.
Dear.
Rob,n Johnson. lhank you for a wonderful first year together. I have enjoyed

(103) 131-GllO

(,iQ }
~

PITCHERS
BBQ WINGS

IISODIIORMA
urgat I.Rnty ol l11h.1111llun ~• U.S.
,,_,,. ro,rcs •AU. su11urs

Onler Caog 1,o,y WCh V.S, / MCo, COO

l'!!!N• aoo.351.0222

Or, rusll S2.0010 Research lnlorm,tlDfl

mn 1aw Ave 120&-A. t.o, MQOlos. CA~

